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Executive Summary
Background. This report to Infrastructure Tasmania assesses the
merits of a proposal submitted by the Launceston and North East
Railway (L&NER) to re-establish a passenger rail experience between
Launceston and Scottsdale on what is currently a non-operational line
within the Tasmanian rail network.
The L&NER proposal is in three stages:

the first being the running of a railcar between Turners Marsh and
Lilydale (Lilydale Falls);

the second is to Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards; and

the final stage being opening the line through to Scottsdale.
Diesel locomotive hauled and railmotor services are proposed. Steam
hauled services will only be used on special occasions
Undertaking the Analysis. Analysis of the L&NER proposal has been
undertaken in two components related to the 3 stages:
 Initial commissioning of the venture; and
 Operating the venture.
Essential Industry Characteristics. To assist in understanding the
L&NER proposal, an appreciation of the fundamental industry
characteristics relevant to the assessment is essential. Key
characteristics of successful organisations are:
 The tourist and heritage rail sector is a capital and labour intensive
industry sector characterised by:
- High establishment costs; and
- High fixed maintenance costs.
Successful organisations are capable of establishing and
sustainably maintaining their assets.
 Effective use of volunteers to reduce the costs detailed above.
 Proximity to suitable markets.
 Product offering - there should be an excursion experience, a
premium product and special events.
 Timetable schedules that offer a range of services optimised
to meet the needs of their patrons.
 Governance - Effective skills-based Boards that are engaging
and adaptive.
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Figure E1 – Track and Infrastructure on the North East Line – Generally in Good Condition
Compared with Many Tourist and Heritage Rail Operations due to Long Term Ongoing
Recurrent Investment in Maintenance

Assessment of Common Aspects of the 3 Stages. Aspects of the
L&NER proposal that are common across the three development
stages proposed were assessed; those aspects were:
 Governance - The L&NER Board is capable of overseeing the
work required to establish a tourist and heritage railway based
on the NE line and it is capable of managing the ongoing
operations of the railway. One area where specific capability
and capacity is required by the Board is that of rail safety and
accreditation. L&NER advisors have considerable experience
with respect to that key area.
 Volunteers / Staffing - The L&NER strategy of utilising
volunteers, complemented by suitably supervised Work for
the Dole participants, as labour to complete the work
associated with ensuring that the railway is “fit for purpose”
will provide the appropriate outcome.
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Linqage International undertook a detailed analysis of the resourcing
requirements set out in the Raylink Consulting Report and then analysed
and compared the requirements with the resources that L&NER has
secured. Analysis showed that:

Plant and machinery requirements - The L&NER plan has
secured the necessary plant and machinery in order to
progress works on the NE line.

Sleepers - The L&NER plan to secure 15,000 sleepers to progress
works on the NE line is dependent on the ability to secure used
sleepers from TasRail. However, as a fallback position, L&NER
can secure treated wooden sleepers by way of a company
donation, in the event that TasRail does not supply sleepers.

Level crossing equipment - The L&NER Level Crossing Plan
appears viable, however, it is dependent on L&NER’s Board
successfully managing the risk associated with implementation of
the Level Crossing Plan. When successfully implemented, a
technical “sign off” by a suitably qualified engineer will need to be
provided to the Office of the National Rail Safety Regulator stating
that the crossings, especially those requiring active protection, are
“fit for purpose”.

Bridges - The L&NER Bridge Plan is viable.

Working capital - L&NER will have access to the necessary nonlabour resources to support the work required to make the railway
“fit for purpose”.

Figure E2 – Sheffield Steam and Heritage Centre – Effective Use of Work for the Dole
Teams for Maintenance Tasks
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Resolving Engineering Assessment Differences. In addition to the
Raylink Consulting Report detailed above, L&NER commissioned a track
report by Mr Bob Vanselow, the “BobVRail Report”. There were four
major differences in the engineering assessments. Further detailed
analysis will resolve those differences. Even allowing for “worst case
scenarios”, L&NER has the ability to complete the necessary
engineering tasks.
Marketing to Ensure Sustainability. Marketing considerations were
assessed by Linqage International. It was considered critical that there
was sufficient demand to ensure sustainable operations. Specific
elements of L&NER”s marketing were assessed:

Product Offering - L&NER in their proposal only focus on the
excursion market, reflecting an initial assessment that is immature.
Development will see considerable value can be added in products
yet to be defined, particularly in the premium and special event
offerings which are capable of delivering significant revenue.

L&NER Market Estimates for the three stages were assessed:
- the first being the running of a railcar between Turners
Marsh and Lilydale (Lilydale Falls) – 10,920;
- the second is to Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards – 10,920; and
- the final stage being opening the line through to
Scottsdale – an additional 10,400.
The estimates were found to be conservative and achievable.

Scheduling and timetable - the L&NER proposed scheduling and
timetabling should be capable of reflecting industry best practice.
Completing the Capital Works in the Three Stages. Linqage
International then assessed L&NER’s ability to complete the works
required in each stage to ensure that the line is “fit for purpose”.
Details of the Stages are:


Stage 1



Stage 2



Stage 3

Turners Marsh to Lilydale Falls - 14.6 kilometres L&NER are assessed as having the resources and
capability to complete Stage 1 capital works within 2
years of commencement of work on Stage 1.
Lilydale Falls to Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards 14.6 kilometres - L&NER are assessed as having the
resources and capability to complete Stage 2 capital
works within 2 years of commencement of work on
Stage 2.
Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards to Scottsdale - 25.4
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kilometres - L&NER are assessed as having the
resources and capability to complete Stage 3 capital
works within 2 years of commencement of work on
Stage 3.

Figure E3 – Lilydale Falls – An Attractive Destination

Six factors are responsible for the ability of L&NER to undertake the
works required to progress Stages 1, 2 and 3 to a point where the line is
“fit for purpose”.

Significant investment by the Tasmanian Government Railways that
resulted in a substantial number of steel sleepers replacing wooden
sleepers; 60% of the sleepers are steel.

The use by Tasmanian Government Railways of treated timber
sleepers that have an extended life over normal wooden sleepers –
35+ years versus 20 years.

Annual maintenance undertaken by TasRail which has controlled
vegetation and ensured the integrity of the line.

Availability of a suitable number of steel or wooden sleepers to
replace sleepers that are not “fit for purpose”.

Availability of a Work for the Dole labour supply with suitably
qualified supervisors, and the extensive availability of plant and
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material by way of in-kind contributions.

Significant in-kind support from timber suppliers, transport operators
and other suppliers in required key areas.
The above elements collectively have resulted in L&NER being able to
undertake Stages 1, 2 and 3 works within a reasonable timeframe.
Operating Services over the Three Stages Sustainably. Linqage
International assessed the L&NER proposal by examining the ongoing
operating costs, patronage, and models of operation to ensure that the
proposed venture can operate sustainably utilising volunteer
contributions, but without the need for recurrent funding from external
sources, including Government.
When considering the annual expense associated with maintaining the
track, sleeper replacement, bridge maintenance, vegetation clearing and
drainage maintenance costs, the significant works undertaken to ensure
that the line is “fit for purpose” will result in lower that average track
maintenance expenses, due to the high percentage of steel sleepers
which require substantially less maintenance. The elements detailed
above collectively result in L&NER being able to undertake annual
sleeper replacement and other tasks associated with ongoing
maintenance of the line in a sustainable manner.
Detailed analysis of the operating expenses and operating revenue for
the three stages were analysed by Linqage International:

Operating Stage 1, apart from Year 1, when membership
subscriptions would be required to support operational revenue,
L&NER would be able to operate sustainably in surplus from Year
2 without the need for any recurrent support from external sources,
including Government.

Operating Stage 1 and Stage 2 - L&NER would be able to operate
sustainably in surplus without the need for any recurrent support
from external sources, including Government.

Operating Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3 - L&NER would be able to
operate sustainably in surplus without the need for any recurrent
support from external sources, including Government.
Detailed below in Table E1 are estimated L&NER revenue, expenses
and surplus for Years 1 to 6, operating a diesel locomotive in Stage 3.
Linqage International’s detailed analysis of the capital works and
operational requirements of Stages 1, 2 and 3 concludes that L&NER
have the capability and capacity to complete the required capital works,
and the ability to operate the railway sustainably without the need for
any recurrent support from external sources, including Government.
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L&NER Revenue, Expenses and Surplus Years 1 to 6
Operating a Diesel Locomotive in Stage 3
$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$0
Total Revenue
Year 1

Expenses
Year 2

Year 3

Surplus
Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Table E1 – L&NER Revenue, Expenses, Surplus Years 1 to 6 with a Diesel Locomotive in Stage 3
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Preamble
Linqage International has utilised its unique set of
business and strategic planning, marketing,
management, financial, economic development,
and facilitation skills, linked with specific tourist
industry knowledge to assist Infrastructure
Tasmania to assess the merits of a proposal
submitted by the Launceston and North East
Railway (L&NER) to re-establish a passenger rail
experience between Launceston and Scottsdale
on what is currently a non-operational line within
the Tasmanian rail network.
Linqage International has wide experience in the
conduct of similar assignments across a range of
industries, in addition to its specific tourist /
heritage railway industry knowledge which is
unparalleled.
A hallmark of our approach is professional
independence coupled with a consultative
methodology which ensures that all stakeholders
have an opportunity to provide input to our
analysis and to understand the outcomes of the
assignment. In developing this report extensive
consultation took place with key stakeholders,
including Launceston and North East Railway.
Linqage International has provided Infrastructure
Tasmania with a sound independent assessment of
the Launceston and North East Railway proposal.
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1. Introduction
Linqage International is pleased to present this report to
Infrastructure Tasmania that assesses the merits of a proposal
submitted by the Launceston and North East Railway (L&NER) to
re-establish a passenger rail experience between Launceston
and Scottsdale on what is currently a non-operational line within
the Tasmanian rail network.
The north-east line has not been open to rail traffic since 2004 and
TasRail has retained the line on a care and maintenance basis
since taking over the line from Pacific National in 2007.
With the recent passing of the Strategic Infrastructure Corridors
(Strategic and Recreational Use) Act 2016 and the intent to
appoint Dorset Council to be the manager of the corridor for the
purposes of implementing a cycle trail along much of the nonoperational line, this report provides a timely and comprehensive
assessment of the claims of the L&NER relating to its capability to
establish and operate a sustainable passenger rail service. This
report will allow Infrastructure Tasmania to assess the merits of
L&NER’s proposal when considering the bike trail option.
The L&NER proposal is in three stages:


the first being the running of a railcar between Turners Marsh
and Lilydale (Lilydale Falls);



the second is to Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards; and



the final stage being opening the line through to Scottsdale.
Diesel locomotive hauled and railmotor services are proposed.
While steam hauled services were mentioned in the Initial
Proposal, L&NER now indicate that steam would only be used on
special occasions and therefore that form of service has not been
considered in any detail. Regular steam operations would be
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non-viable due to high maintenance and operating costs.
The report assesses the L&NER proposal including ongoing
operating costs, patronage and models of operation.
Our firm consulted extensively with Infrastructure Tasmania and
L&NER to gather the essential information required to undertake
the assessment.
As part of the assignment, our consultants traversed the line by
road rail vehicle and were able to gain significant input from
TasRail senior track maintenance personnel familiar with the
maintenance and characteristics of the North East line.
Linqage International has assessed the viability of the proposed
tourism and / or heritage railway services. Our firm has examined
the assumptions in the proposal, in particular:


The expected capital and recurrent costs associated with
establishing and operating the proposed rail experience
including:
- Capital costs associated with the permanent way,
including track, drainage and bridge costs.
- Capital costs associated with the rolling stock.
- Recurrent track, rolling stock and building
maintenance costs for each concept of operations
(railmotor or locomotive hauled trains).
- Gaining and maintaining rail safety accreditation.
- Insurance requirements and costs.
- Marketing, including proposed product mix,
scheduling, fare structure, and estimates of
patronage.
- Volunteer requirements and capacity.
- Corporate structure and staffing, including the use
of volunteers.
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 The ability of L&NER to sustain the proposed operation entirely
based on volunteer labour.
 The viability of the concept of operations, including the operating
model proposed in terms of days running, scheduling, stops and
passenger experience, including premium product offerings.
 Forecasts of patronage and proposed pricing with reference to
similar offerings in Australia and internationally.
 The assessment will analyse the sustainability of proposed
phase one and then the sustainability of the service as a whole.
 It will also assess whether the issues associated with risk and
governance have been adequately addressed.
Analysis of the L&NER proposal has been undertaken in two
components related to the 3 stages:
 Initial commissioning of the venture; and
 Operating the venture.
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2. Essential Industry Background
Relevant to the Assessment
To assist in understanding the L&NER proposal, an
appreciation of the fundamental industry characteristics
relevant to the assessment is essential. Key characteristics
are detailed bellow.
2.1

Capital Intensive

The tourist and heritage rail sector is a capital and labour intensive
industry sector characterised by:
 High establishment costs; and
 High fixed maintenance costs.
The

characteristic

especially

applies

to

track

and

steam

locomotives.

Figure 1 – Steam Locomotives – Expensive to Maintain and Operate
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For a tourist and heritage rail venture to be commercially viable and
sustainable, the revenue generated from operations must cover the
relatively high annual fixed maintenance costs. Asset utilisation is
the key to sustainability. A high maintenance asset must be
effectively utilised to deliver the return required to cover annual
maintenance costs.
Figure 2 detailed below illustrates the impact of a lack of recurrent
maintenance funding at Steamtown Peterborough. The railway was
closed by 2004 due to a track that was not “fit for purpose”.
Basically, over a thirty year period that organisation had an annual
maintenance requirement of $155,000 but only invested $20,000
annually. In 2004, $2.4 million would have been required to make
the track “fit for purpose”.
Steamtown Peterborough - Background
Track - Annual Maintenance Requirement - $155,000
Assumes Largest Previous Annual Spend of $20,000
Currently - $2.4M required to reinstate to a safe standard
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Millions
Figure 2 – Case Study Steamtown Peterborough – Ceased Operation due to a Lack of Track
Maintenance Funding
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Further evidence of the impact of underinvestment in infrastructure
maintenance is detailed in Figure 3, which shows the Lifecycle of
the Tourist and Heritage Rail Sector.
The diagram shows the demise of Steamtown Peterborough and
the South Gippsland Railway due to inadequate investment. Pichi
Richi Railway, shown on the diagram, managed to survive following
acknowledgement that significant investment was required in a resleepering programme and new track maintenance equipment.

Figure 3 – Lifecycle of the Tourist and Heritage Rail Sector
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Figure 4 – Track and Infrastructure on the North East Line – Generally in Good Condition
Compared with Many Tourist and Heritage Rail Operations due to Long Term Ongoing
Recurrent Investment in Maintenance

2.2

Staffing and Use of Volunteers

2.2.1 Use of Volunteers and Non Paid Staff
The tourist and heritage rail sector is also characterised by
effective use of volunteers to reduce the annual operating
expenses of an organisation. The contribution made by volunteers
can be great in terms of hours worked and the provision of skills
that are costly to source from specialist providers.
A key consideration with the management of volunteers is “burn
out”. Volunteer workloads must be managed to avoid overwork,
and the activities must remain satisfying and enjoyable.
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Many tourist and heritage railways in Australia effectively utilise
Work for the Dole and workers on community based orders to
undertake key labour intensive maintenance tasks such as track
maintenance and vegetation clearing.
Active

volunteer

numbers

are

a

significant

factor.

Some

organisations such as Steamrail in Victoria are particularly lean as
they optimise the use of volunteers.

Figure 5 – Steamrail Victoria Maximising Input from Volunteers

Steamrail in Victoria operates a similar number of steam hauled
main line passenger services as Transport Heritage NSW
(THNSW). THNSW has significant and costly annual staff costs
associated with operations of $1.3 million annually. THNSW
receives in excess of $8 million annual / recurrent funding from the
NSW government. Steamrail operates with significant effective
volunteer input, a part time administrator, a full time fitter, a full time
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apprentice with staff costs of $130,000 annually. Steamrail receives
no recurrent funding from government.
An important element driving the contrast in annual labour expenses
detailed above is the nature of maintenance work undertaken in the
tourist and heritage rail sector. Annual maintenance loads are more
effectively addressed at the foreman and tradesman level, given
the nature of the technology. That also applies to gearing volunteer
input; effective tourist and heritage rail organisations support their
paid foreman and tradesmen with qualified volunteers. Those
volunteers are often very experienced and capable. Where
specialist professional engineering input is required, the effective
tourist and heritage rail organisations utilise consultants.
The capacity and capability of volunteers is impressive. The Puffing
Billy Railway operates on 364 days a year with an average of 4
services daily and has in excess of 410,000 passenger journeys
annually. The Puffing Billy Railway receives no recurrent funding
from government. The Puffing Billy Preservation Society has
approximately 1,000 members and the railway has over 1,000
active volunteers, predominantly from the 3 million Melbourne
population base. Approximately half the volunteers are Society
members. Given the Hobart / Launceston catchment size, L&NER
could reasonably expect active volunteer numbers of 150 plus some
interstate volunteers. Many volunteers will choose to stay overnight
with most tourist and heritage railways providing overnight
accommodation for volunteers.
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The Puffing Billy Railway has annual revenue from fare, retail and
contract work of $12.4 million with operational expenses of $10.8
million. The annual volunteer contribution is estimated to be $2.3
million annually. The contribution ensures that the organisation is
sustainable, not reliant on Government for recurrent funding, and
can to operate at a surplus. The expense base of the organisation,
if the value of the volunteer contribution was included, is estimated
to be $13.1 million. The volunteers range from regular daily roles
such as driver, fireman, second person, signalman and conductor
to consultant engineer and trades people contributing on an as
required basis. An active volunteer is one that contributes two or
more days volunteering each month.
2.2.2 Paid Staff
Larger successful operators in the tourist and heritage rail sector,
such as the Puffing Billy Railway, employ paid staff to complement
the input provided by volunteer staff. As a benchmark, across the
tourist and heritage sector in Australia and internationally,
generally, for every $1 million dollars of revenue, 3 to 4 permanent
staff are employed.

2.3

Marketing

2.3.1 Proximity to Markets
A characteristic of tourist and heritage operations in Australia and
internationally that have patronage in excess of 100,000 annually is
that they are all within easy reach, within an hour, of a large market
base.
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Some smaller operations such as the Pichi Richi Railway based at
Quorn in South Australia, three and a half hours from Adelaide,
overcome the tyranny of distance and operate and effectively
maintain over a 40 kilometre track with less than 10,000 passengers
annually. The key to their survival is very effective track
maintenance.
2.3.2

Product Offering

Successful tourist and heritage operations in Australia and
internationally all have a range of product offerings, based around
an enjoyable and memorable “excursion experience” for families,
and a “premium product” for those patrons seeking a more value
added product which generally includes beverages and food.
Many tourist and heritage railways augment their excursion and
premium offerings with additional trains including:


Special event trains such Santa Specials at Christmas time;



Thomas the Tank Engine events or events that are similar to
Thomas the Tank; and



Driver experience trains.

Many railways have been innovative in the use of their assets.
Daylesford Spa Country Railway, a dedicated railcar operation
where demand exceeds supply without steam services, also
operates a very successful Sunday market each week utilising the
revenue generated to support rail operations.
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Figure 6 – A Premium Product is Essential

2.3.3 Timetabling / Schedules
Successful tourist and heritage railways utilise effective scheduling
in their timetables to offer a range of services that are optimised to
meet the needs of their patrons. Generally, most services do not
commence until after 10 am in the morning, which enables patrons
to have a leisurely breakfast prior to their experience. Most
schedules allow patrons to complete their experience by 4 pm. It is
sometimes extended in summer to 5.30 pm.
The tourist and heritage rail operations that are effective offer a
range of services that are of different lengths. Ideally, a tourist and
heritage operator should offer:
 A short experience generally 1 hour to 1.5 hours in length. That
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experience allows tourist operators to drop patrons at the
departure point and collect them at a destination station. That
type of offering makes up the majority of the Puffing Billy
Railway’s patronage which has a very large international, mainly
Chinese, component.
 A 4 to 6 hour experience, which allows patrons to comfortably
have a longer experience. It normally enables patrons to travel
to a destination, spend some time there and return to the
starting terminus. The Puffing Billy experience where patrons
travel from Belgrave to Lakeside, visit the park and lake, have
lunch and return to Belgrave is an example of that type of
offering.
 A day experience, normally allows patrons to undertake an even
longer experience where they visit a destination that is further
away, stay for a period, normally about 1.5 hours and return to
the terminus. The Puffing Billy Railway Gembrook experience is
an example of the “day experience”. It makes up around 10% of
Puffing Billy’s patronage.
2.4

Governance

In the tourist and heritage rail sector, the most effective Boards are
those that are:


skills based with sound capability and capacity in the areas of
finance, accounting, technology, commerce, law and
marketing.



capable of engagement with external stakeholders, especially
local government, local businesses, State and Federal
Government and local and regional tourism organisations.
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capable of engaging internal stakeholders, especially
volunteers, thus ensuring continued motivation and sound
returns from volunteers and others.



capable of understanding the governance requirements,
including those statutory obligations related to rail safety
accreditation, asset management and personnel management.



can articulate and promote a common vision backed by sound
policy that focuses and galvanises the efforts of volunteers and
other stakeholders.



capable of changing as the commercial, marketing and other
environments change.

The two failures of governance in the tourist and heritage rail
sector in Australia in recent times were:


In 2016, the Australian Railway Historical Society (ACT) was
placed into liquidation by its creditors; and



In 2012, the Zig Zag Railway at Lithgow being forced to cease
operations due to failures to comply with rail accreditation
safety notices.

Linqage International believes that the Australian Railway
Historical Society (ACT) liquidation resulted from:


SKILLS - the Board’s inability to pursue key financial reporting
data that indicated significant shortfalls in revenue and an
ongoing high expense base.



ENGAGEMENT (External) - an inability to engage with local
businesses and other creditors to seek a common acceptable
repayment solution.
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ENGAGEMENT (Internal) - an inability to engage and inform
internal stakeholders, especially volunteers and employees, to
the extent that critical volunteer and employee input diminished
significantly.



GOVERNANCE - a lack of understanding of the governance
requirements, including numerous statutory obligations,
especially monitoring expenditure to ensure that the
organisation did not trade while insolvent.

Linqage International believes that the 2012 demise of the Zig Zag
Railway at Lithgow was a clear case of the Board not being
capable of understanding the statutory obligations with respect to
rail safety accreditation. The railway failed to act on numerous
notices related to rail safety issued to them by the then State Rail
Safety Regulator.
Common factors in both failures of governance detailed above are
Board stability and inexperience. Unstable and inexperienced
boards invariably make significant errors.

Figure 7 – Zig Zag Railway at Lithgow – Accreditation and Governance Issues Resulted in Closure
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3. Assessment of the L&NER
Proposal – Common Elements
Across the Three Stages –
Operational and Capital Upgrade
Section 3 assesses those aspects of the L&NER proposal that are
common across the three development stages proposed.
3.1

Governance

The L&NER governance structure is currently evolving as required
to meet the changing demands on the organisation in their
endeavours to secure the line for use as a tourist and heritage
railway.
The best measure of future governance is a relative assessment of
the current Board capacity and capability compared with
successful tourist and heritage operations in Australia.
The current L&NER policy and management direction is provided
by the following Board members:


Clynton Brown, Chairman.



Ralph Berry, Vice Chairman.



Garry Harris, Treasurer.



David Payne, Secretary.



Wendy McLennan, Community Engagement Team.



Stuart Bryce, Community Engagement Team



Michael de Bomford, Board Member.
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Ross Broomhall - Board Member.



Greg Cooper - Board Member.

Key advisors to the Board are:


Bob Vanselow – Track Engineer with a strong background in
commercial rail operations, especially heavy tonnage railways
and tourist and heritage operations.



Chris Martin – Civil Engineer with a strong background in
tourist and heritage operations.



Eamonn Seddon – A very experienced marketer and tourist
and heritage rail manager.



Andrew Bridger – An experienced tourist and heritage rail
operator with skills in rail accreditation and passenger rolling
stock. Andrew is also experienced as a qualified trainer in the
rail sector.



Russell Elphinstone – An experienced manager with
considerable knowledge and experience with respect to the
Work for the Dole programme.



Victor Cochrane – An experienced and registered land
surveyor.

A summary of the Board members’ and key advisors’ skills and
experience has been provided by L&NER and is shown at
Attachment 1.
Detailed below is a subjective comparison undertaken by Linqage
International of the current L&NER Board members and advisors,
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using the elements detailed in Section 2.4 Governance. Analysis
of Board member and advisor details provided by L&NER shows
that:


Compared with some successful tourist and heritage railway
Board members and advisors, L&NER has relatively more
skills, capability and capacity.



L&NER is demonstrably capable of engagement with external
stakeholders, especially local government, local businesses,
State and Federal Government, local and regional tourism
organisations, and also commercial organisations capable of
providing sponsorship.



To date, L&NER has shown that it is capable of engaging and
sustaining internal stakeholders, especially volunteers with a
range of skills and volunteers possessing other resources as
detailed in Section 3.3.1 Support Plant and Machinery.



The skills and experience of L&NER Board members and
advisors indicates that they are capable of understanding the
governance requirements, including the comprehensive and
exacting statutory obligations related to rail safety
accreditation, asset management and personnel management.



To date, L&NER has demonstrated an ability to galvanise
efforts to engage in the consultative process which has
provided a common vision for volunteers and other
stakeholders.



L&NER has demonstrated a capability to change and respond
quickly as the marketing environment has changed, notably the
alternative proposed use of the rail corridor as a tourist and
heritage rail venture.
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When considering the two major governance lapses that have
occurred in the tourist and heritage rail sector, it can be seen that
Board member and senior advisor stability is a key risk factor. To
successfully manage the governance risk, L&NER must continue
to meet the criteria detailed in Section 2.4 and also ensure Board
member and advisor stability.
Assessment – The L&NER Board is capable of overseeing the
work required to establish a tourist and heritage railway
based on the NE line and it is capable of managing the
ongoing operations of the railway.
3.2 Staffing
L&NER is currently developing a detailed Business Plan that will
address staffing issues.
Detailed discussions have been undertaken related to staffing and
resourcing the work required to ascertain if the rail track and
infrastructure rejuvenation tasks required for a “fit for purpose”
railway can be achieved.
L&NER propose to extensively utilise, over a period of six years,
two teams of fifteen Work for the Dole participants each with an
experienced track work supervisor. The cost of the supervisors
and some consumables are covered by the scheme. Those teams
would undertake extensive re-sleepering, bridge work, vegetation
clearing, drain clearing, and the other work. As detailed in Section
2.2, use of Work for the Dole teams for tourist and heritage rail
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infrastructure and track maintenance is common throughout
Australia. The teams have been effectively used in Victoria,
Western Australia and also in Tasmania at Sheffield. Use of the
teams on the North East line would be a scaled up programme
relative to Sheffield.
In managing the risk associated with Work for the Dole teams to
gain an effective outcome, L&NER must ensure that:


the scope of work is specified by the relevant technical expert,
in this case, the track engineer; and



supervision of the Work for the Dole teams must be effective
and undertaken by experienced personnel. L&NER indicate
that suitably qualified ex-TasRail personnel are available to
fulfil those roles.

As the L&NER advisors have been successful in utilising Work for
the Dole teams at the Sheffield Steam and Heritage Centre in
Tasmania, it is reasonable to assume that such success would be
transferable to L&NER.

Figure 8 – Sheffield Steam and Heritage Centre – Effective Use of Work for the Dole
Teams for Maintenance Tasks
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Sections 4 and 5 will consider the specific tasks for the Work for
the Dole teams for Stages 1, 2 and 3 and will assess whether
there is sufficient labour to complete the tasks.
Assessment – The L&NER strategy of utilising Work for the
Dole participants as labour to complete the work associated
with ensuring that the railway is “fit for purpose” will provide
the appropriate outcome.
3.3

Other Resources to Support Work for the Dole

Infrastructure works have been identified by two separate reviews:


The Ray Bartlett Raylink Consulting Tasmanian North East
Rail Line Assessment for Establishing a Heritage Rail
Operation commissioned by Infrastructure Tasmania.



The Bob Vanselow BobVRail Report commissioned by L&NE
Railway.

Linqage International worked with L&NER to undertake a detailed
analysis of the resourcing requirements detailed in the Raylink
Consulting Report, specifically:


machinery and plant requirements



sleepers



level crossing equipment



bridges



working capital.

Linqage International and L&NER then analysed and compared
the requirements with the resources that L&NER has secured.
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3.3.1 Support Plant and Machinery
Support machinery including trucks, trailers, tampers, chain saws,
excavators and other equipment will be required.
Extensive discussions with L&NER technical advisors have taken
place to ascertain the availability and cost of the required items.
The Raylink Consulting Report provides specific details of the
equipment requirements.
Linqage International compared the Raylink Consulting Report
labour, plant and material requirements against the L&NER labour,
plant and material resource availability. Attachment 2 details the
L&NER In-Kind Contributions. It was identified that L&NER can
cover all those requirements, except that additional resourcing will
be needed for active level crossing protection equipment.
Utilisation of the Work for the Dole programme will provide
adequate labour, and all plant and material will be supplied by
sponsors, volunteers, local businesses and other tourist and
heritage rail operators as in-kind contributions. L&NER indicated
that they would seek resources for the active level crossing
protection equipment from sponsors and through additional
fundraising.
L&NER have secured access to the needed plant and machinery
resources from the following sources:


Commercial sponsors;



Tasmanian tourist and heritage railway operators; and
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Individuals.

Assessment – The L&NER plan to secure plant and machinery
in order to progress works on the NE line is viable.
3.3.2 Sleepers
In addition to the support plant and machinery, L&NER have
identified a large source of surplus to requirement used steel
sleepers. While the exact number and availability of sleepers
remains a little uncertain, L&NER have confidently concluded,
based on previous dealings with TasRail, that there will be enough
sleepers available to ensure their minimum requirement of 15,000
sleepers over 6 years will be met.

Figure 9 – NE Line at the Northerly End Showing the Outcomes of Previous Significant
Steel Sleeper Replacement Programmes and the Treated Wooden Sleepers

In the event that the sleepers were not available from TasRail,
L&NER have identified a local company that will donate the
required number of treated wooden sleepers to complete the work.
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The treated wooden sleepers that will be donated are similar to the
existing wooden sleepers on the NE line, which have a life
expectancy in excess of 35 years. There is thus little impact on
routine maintenance requirements when compared with steel
sleepers.
L&NER have a transport company that will provide sponsorship in
the form of free transport of the sleepers from the recovery depot
to the NE Railway line.
Assessment – The L&NER plan to secure 15,000 sleepers to
progress works on the NE line is dependent on the ability to
secure 15,000 used sleepers from TasRail. However, as a
fallback position, L&NER can secure treated wooden sleepers
by way of company donation, in the event that TasRail does
not supply sleepers.
3.3.3 Level Crossing Equipment
L&NER have developed a Level Crossing Plan to progress
reinstatement of the level crossings on the line. The plan is not
predicated on level crossing equipment being supplied by TasRail
for the active protected crossings. Their technicians have
concluded that there would be limited availability of equipment
from TasRail and any equipment which may be provided would be
based on outdated maintenance intensive technology. The new
equipment for each crossing will be integrated with the current
infrastructure that remains in the ground.
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That approach has been successfully utilised on other tourist and
heritage railways in Australia, including the Loopline Railway in
Western Australia and the Puffing Billy Railway.
L&NER will resource the new active level crossing protection
equipment from sponsors and through additional fundraising.

Figure 10 – NE Line Providence Winery Level Crossing – One of the Many Requiring
Reinstatement

Assessment – The L&NER level crossing plan appears viable,
however, it is dependent on L&NER’s Board successfully
managing the risk associated with implementation of the
L&NER Level Crossing Plan. When successfully implemented,
a technical “sign off” by a suitably qualified engineer will
need to be provided to the Office of the National Rail Safety
Regulator stating that the crossings, especially those
requiring active protection, are “fit for purpose”.
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3.3.4 Bridges
L&NER have developed a Bridge Plan to progress reinstatement
of the bridges on the line. The plan provides for re-decking of a
number of bridges and replacing one of the smaller wooden pile
bridges with a steel span bridge.
All the bridge works, including engineering, re-decking, steel
trusses and concrete for the rebuilds, have been identified and
resourced. L&NER have assessed that they can complete the
work progressively over a six year period. Linqage International
has reviewed the plan and assessed it as viable.

Figure 11 – The Small Timber Bridge at the Northern End of the NE Line to be
Replaced with a Steel Span

Assessment – The L&NER Bridge Plan is viable.
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3.3.5 Working Capital
L&NER have also indicated that their Business Plan will identify
preferred options for securing funding and working capital. Those
options include:


Funds secured from membership subscriptions, normally
between $60 and $90 annually for each adult member, with
membership providing benefits such as priority access to
future special trains and events and complimentary tickets.



Additional commercial sponsorship, over and above the
commitments already pledged.



Other sources including equity raising. The Victorian
Goldfields Railway recently raised equity by offering
shareholdings in an entity that owns one of its locomotives.

Discussions with L&NER indicate that they could comfortably
resource annual recurrent expenditure of between $40,000 and
$60,000 from membership and other sources.
Linqage International worked with L&NER to undertake a detailed
analysis of the resourcing requirements specified in the Raylink
Consulting Report and compared them with the resources L&NER
that has secured. The analysis concludes that L&NER will have
the necessary resources to progress all the work required.
Assessment – L&NER will have access to the necessary nonlabour resources to support the work required to make the
railway “fit for purpose”.
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3.4

Differences in Track Engineering Reports

Two separate reviews of the NE track have been undertaken by
two competent and capable engineers:


The Ray Bartlett “Raylink Consulting Tasmanian North East
Rail Line Assessment for Establishing a Heritage Rail
Operation” commissioned by Infrastructure Tasmania; and



The Bob Vanselow “BobVRail Report” commissioned by
L&NER.

Ray Bartlett has presented his report which scopes and costs the
works required to rehabilitate the line. Ray’s costings are based on
commercial costings that would apply if an organisation such as
TasRail or Pacific National were to progress the work.
Bob Vanselow has been retained on a long term basis by L&NER
to assess the track, plan and monitor track engineering work, and
provide the Office of the National Rail Safety Regulator with written
certification that the NE line is “fit for purpose” once works have
been completed.
The engineers have each followed a different methodology in
undertaking their analysis and conclusions.
The respective reports differ in 4 key areas, specifically:


Number of sleepers requiring replacement.



Treatment of “frozen” rail joints.



Assessment and progression of works associated with the
tunnel.
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Level crossings.

3.4.1 Sleeper Replacement
A significant sleeper replacement programme undertaken by the
Tasmanian Government Railways (TGR) in the decade before
closure has resulted in 60% of the sleepers in the NE line being
steel.
The Raylink Consulting Report details the following number of
sleepers that require replacement in the 3 stages to rehabilitate
the NE line:


Stage 1

4,015



Stage 2

4,016



Stage 3

6,985

The total number of sleepers that require replacement is 15,016.
The BobVRail report, an extract of which is detailed below,
Stations

Sequencing

Coldwater Ck Junct'n

Track Locations
km (ex C.Ck.Jnctn)
0.00

8.86

14,530

7,281

50.1%

7,249

49.9%

192

2.6%

5.24

8,594

2,731

31.8%

5,863

68.2%

388

6.6%

3,980

24.3%

12,387

75.7%

515

8.86
Stage 2

Karoola

14.10
Stage 1

Lilydale Falls (++)

23.58
Stage 4

Wyena

9.48
9.98
15,547
16,367
24.08 'Minimal' 'Maximum' 'Minimal' 'Maximum'
14.52
14.02
23,813
22,993

'Maximum'

'Maximum'

4.2%
'Maximum'

6,762

29.4%

16,231

70.6%

603

3.7%

10,495

25.3%

31,063

74.7%

1,890

6.1%

*

*

*

*

*

*

72,793

70.0%

3,588

4.9%

38.10
Stage 5

Scottsdale (+) , *
(+) is beyond platform
NOTE: ' Maximum '

Timbers to Replace
No's % Timbrs In‐Trk

No's of Mainline
Sleeper Positions*

Stage 3
Turners Marsh

Exist'g Steel Slprs Exist'g Timber Slprs
No's
% Track
No's
% Track

Staging Lengths
km

25.34
63.44
63.44

Total Mainline*:
63.44
Stage 1 option (++) provides an ea rl ier extra 0.5 km beyond Lilydale Falls.

41,558

*

*
104,042

All new‐s teel = $ 8.3 m

31,249

30.0%
Exist'g Value = $ 2.5 m

* Approx. 674 mainline 'sleeper positions' in Scottsdale Station precinct are currently vacant (track removed), but are included in this data. See Stage 5 detail for Sleeper Calculations.
Steel Sleepers:
Significant Existing
Asset providing Low
Maintenance Track.

estimates that 3,588 sleepers will require replacement along the
line.
Discussions with L&NER have been progressed, and it has been
agreed that the worst case estimate detailed in the Raylink
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Consulting Report of 15,016 requiring replacement will be the
number utilised in assessing the work required to make the line “fit
for purpose”.
Assessment – L&NER accept that 15,000 sleepers may
require replacement.
3.4.2 Frozen Rail Joints
A significant number of “frozen” rail joints have been identified in
the Raylink Consulting Report.


Stage 1

14.6 kilometres – $252,098



Stage 2

14.6 kilometres – $252,098



Stage 3

25.4 kilometres – $438,582

based on a rate of $17,267 per kilometre.

Figure 12 – Rail Joints – L&NER Will Treat the “Frozen” Rail Joints as
Welded Rail Sections and Address Any Issues By Easing the Track
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The BobVRail report effectively treats the “frozen” joints as
components of a fixed continuous rail similar to welded rail. There
are significant lengths of welded rail in the NE line. The BobVRail
report concludes that inspection of the line indicates that only 3
small sections of track will require easing to allow for the impact of
“frozen” joints and other causes such as subsidence.
This professional engineering difference of opinion will require risk
management by L&NER to ensure an acceptable outcome that
results in the track being certified as “fit for purpose”. Recent
developments in technology will assist. Pandrol Australia, a track
securing component company have recently released VERSE
technology that is affordable and will quantitatively assess the
state of the track, stresses and the impact of frozen joints. L&NER
intend utilising that technology to enable a tailored solution to
deliver the right outcome. It is assessed that satisfactory
management of the risk is within the capability of L&NER.
Discussions with TasRail inspection staff did indicate that “frozen”
joints were previously not an issue on the NE line and the long
sections of continuous welded rail had not resulted in any track
requiring easing.
Assessment – The L&NER track engineer has provided
professional advice to the L&NER Board that will see the
Board treat sections of NE line with “frozen” joints as being
similar to continuous welded rail which has been widely used
on the line. It negates the need to expend considerable funds
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on “unfreezing” joints. It is a reasonable approach for the
L&NER Board to pursue, subject to a satisfactory risk
management regime and utilisation of the latest technology.
3.4.3 The Tunnel
The Raylink Consulting Report states: “The tunnel appears to be
generally in reasonable condition apart from drainage issues.”
“It is not acceptable to have water sitting on the track up to the top
of the sleepers. The tunnel drainage system needs to be rectified.
It is suggested that the drains in the tunnel, and the cuttings at
either end, should be dug out and have pipes installed on both
sides of the track”.

Figure 13 – The Tunnel ‐ L&NER Will Undertake a Detailed Study to Optimise the
Track and Structure Environment and Define Drainage Requirements

The Raylink Consulting Report estimates the cost of the drainage
work to be $192,800.
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The BobVRail Report, similar to the Raylink Consulting Report,
suggests that the tunnel is in reasonable condition.
L&NER have received engineering advice that cautions against
immediate works to address drainage. The rationale behind that
advice is that over the 20 years since the tunnel was lowered to
allow containers to travel through the tunnel, the condition of the
track and tunnel has consistently been acceptable for operations
and current inspection indicates that the track and tunnel are “fit for
purpose”.
L&NER agree that in the medium to long term, drainage work is
required to repair and possibly enhance the drainage in the tunnel,
but such works should not proceed without a detailed engineering
report that would focus on the dynamics of the environment in the
tunnel. The report would ensure that any changes to drainage
retained the environment that currently results in the good condition
of the sleepers, track and tunnel structure.
L&NER have indicated that any drainage works identified would be
within the capacity and capability of its Work for the Dole teams.
Assessment – L&NER’s track and civil engineers have
provided professional advice to the L&NER Board that it
should progress a detailed engineering report that would focus
on the dynamics of the environment in the tunnel, and ensure
that any changes to drainage retained the environment that
currently results in the ongoing good condition of the
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sleepers, track and tunnel structure. It is a reasonable
approach for the L&NER Board to pursue.
3.4.4 Level Crossings
There are 49 level crossings on the line and 15 of the crossings
may require active protection.
The Raylink Consulting Report costs work for the 49 level
crossings, some of which are sealed and some are unsealed. It
also costs the active protection reinstatement work for the 15
crossings at $350,000 per actively protected level crossing.
The BobVRail Report details which crossings may require active
protection and the L&NER Level Crossing Plan identifies that each
level crossing active protection system could be reinstated at a
cost of $13,000 each. Linqage International has reviewed the
L&NER Level Crossing Plan and it is based on an assessment
that the technology requirement for the actively protected level
crossings is not advanced, and effectively replaces expensive
analogue technology with lower cost and more reliable digital
technology that integrates with the infrastructure that remains in
the ground.
The Raylink Consulting Report costings are based on commercial
rates and reflect the cost if an organisation such as TasRail were
to undertake the purchase and installation. L&NER have
significant electrical engineering capability and capacity. They are
proposing an alternative technical solution at a significantly
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reduced cost that will result in reinstatement of active protection
and subsequent engineering sign off as “fit for purpose”. It is noted
that similar solutions have been progressed elsewhere in the
tourist and heritage rail sector in Australia. L&NER will resource
the new active level crossing protection equipment from sponsors
and through additional fundraising.
Implementation and management of the risk associated with the
L&NER Level Crossing Plan will be the responsibility of the
L&NER Board, and the engineering sign off stating that the level
crossings are “fit for purpose” will be undertaken by a suitably
qualified engineer and provided to the Office of the National Rail
Safety Regulator.
In the event that delays or other issues impact on the installation
of level crossing active protection systems, as an interim
arrangement, protection could be provided by L&NER through the
use of suitably trained flag personnel working under specified
procedures to ensure crossing safety as detailed in the L&NER
Safety Management System.
Assessment – The L&NER Level Crossing Plan appears
viable, however, it is dependent on L&NER’s Board
successfully managing the risk associated with
implementation of the L&NER Level Crossing Plan. When
successfully implemented, a technical “sign off” by a suitably
qualified engineer will need to be provided to the Office of the
National Rail Safety Regulator stating that the crossings,
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especially those requiring active protection, are “fit for
purpose”. The Assessment of Governance in Section 3.1
indicates that the L&NER Board is capable of overseeing
implementation of the Plan.
In summary, there are four key areas of difference between the
two engineering reports, being sleeper replacement, rail joints,
tunnel drainage works, and level crossings.
The scale of the cost difference between the two reports is due
firstly, to very different resourcing solutions to the agreed
engineering issues, and secondly a difference in engineering
opinion on certain other engineering issues. The Raylink
Consulting Report costs are based on commercial rates for labour,
plant and material as would be utilised by large operators. The
L&NER resourcing approach provides a labour solution and plant
and material through in-kind contributions which is “modus
operandi” for the tourist and heritage rail sector. There will
however be a cost to L&NER for reinstatement of the active level
crossing protection equipment.
It is acknowledged in the event that L&NER were to secure capital
funding for refurbishment of the North East line, those funds would
be utilised to accelerate or expedite the required works.
3.5

Marketing

3.5.1 Product Offering
L&NER product offerings as detailed in the Initial Proposal are not
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well defined, however, there are references to wine and food. The
patronage estimates for Stages 1 to 3 are based on excursion
fares only, not a premium product offering. It is understood that full
product offering details are being worked up by L&NER as part of
a Business Plan that is under development.
Assessment – The L&NER product offering is immature, but
there are areas where considerable value can be added which
are yet to be defined, particularly in the premium and special
event offerings which are capable of delivering significant
revenue.
3.5.2 Proximity to Markets – Market Estimates
The proposed L&NER venture would operate from Turners Marsh.


Stage 1 would see the line operate from Turners Marsh to
Lilydale Falls.



Stage 2 would see the line extended from Lilydale Falls to
Wyena / Lebrina vineyards.



Stage 3 would see the line extended to Scottsdale.

Patrons would largely be sourced from the Northern tourism area.
Launceston and the NE Rail line are in the Northern Area. Figure
14 shows the Northern Area.
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Figure 14 – Extent of the Northern Tourism Area

In the latest Tasmanian Visitors Survey for the year ending March
2017, the four tourism regions reported the following changes in
visitor numbers: South up 5 per cent; East Coast up 12 per cent;
North up 11 per cent; Cradle Coast up 7 per cent. Table 1 below
details the number of visitors annually to Tasmania and the
Northern Area.
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Total visitors to Tasmania on scheduled air and sea services
YE Mar 2016

YE Mar 2017

% change

31,900

33,100

4%

Overnight visitors

1,144,200

1,228,900

7%

Total visitors

1,176,100

1,262,100

7%

Visitors
Day visitors

Nights
Nights (million)

5%

Average length of stay (nights)

-2%

Expenditure
Expenditure ($million)
Average spend per visitor

3%

Average spend per night

5%

Holiday spend ($million)
Purpose of Visit
Holiday

547,100

620,900

Visit friends or relatives (VFR)

318,600

337,500

Total leisure (Holiday+VFR)

865,700

958,400

Business or employment

200,100

201,500

43,400

32,900

Convention/conference/seminar
Regions Visited
Southern

955,200

East Coast

331,700

Northern

620,300

Cradle Coast

476,800

5%

7%

Mode of departure
Air visitors

8%

Sea visitors

4%

Table 1 – Visitors to Tasmania and the Northern Area

Interstate and International - Table 1 above shows that 689,000
interstate and international tourists visited the Northern tourism
area in the year to March 2017.
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Intrastate - The Tasmanian Tourism Snapshot for the year ending
March 2017 states on page 3 with respect to Intrastate Visitation
that:


the number of intrastate day trips in Tasmania remained
steady at 5.58 million.



intrastate overnight trips increased by 1 per cent to 1.29
million, compared with the previous 12 months.



the number of overnight intrastate holiday trips in Tasmania
decreased by 15 per cent, however, Visiting Friends and
Relatives increased by 21 per cent.

In estimating the number of intrastate visitors, including locals, that
will visit the venture each year, the Victorian Goldfields Railway
(VGR) at Castlemaine is worthy of analysis.
VGR, 1.5 hours by rail and road from Melbourne, is a regional
tourist and heritage rail experience with round trips of two and a
half hours or six and a half hours from Maldon. The longer trip
allows time for lunch and exploring Castlemaine. VGR have a
strong premium market, however, netting out the premium
customers, VGR has 20,000 visitors annually, the majority of
whom are intrastate. VGR accesses the Greater Melbourne and
Greater Bendigo markets, with Greater Bendigo’s population being
106,000. Greater Launceston’s population is 140,000. For L&NER,
it indicates that a majority of intrastate customers will be from
Greater Launceston and extend as far as the Greater Hobart
market. Based on the VGR and Linqage International’s work in
similar areas across Australia and internationally, it is
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conservatively estimated that within 3 years of opening to
Scottsdale, 15,000 intrastate and local visitors would visit the NE
line annually.
Linqage International’s conservative estimates are based on our
experience. The total annual visitation, based on the Interstate,
International and Intrastate data detailed above, would be in
excess of 30,000 excursion class visitors annually within 3 years of
opening the line to Scottsdale.
It should be noted when analysing the segmentation of the tourist
and heritage rail sector, that less than 2% of patrons are “train
enthusiasts”. Generally for the sector, 60% to 75% of patrons seek
a “tourist” experience, with the remainder seeking a premium or
value added product. Experience at other tourist and heritage
railways close to areas with significant international and interstate
visitation, similar to Devonport and Launceston, indicates that up
to 35% of visitors will be either international or interstate.
3.5.3 L&NER – Market Estimates
Market estimates for the L&NER proposal are detailed in “An initial
proposal to re-establish a passenger rail experience between
Launceston and Scottsdale” prepared by Sarah Lebski and David
Reed for L&NER in December 2016.
Stage 1 - The Initial Proposal, Stage 1, would see L&NER’s
existing 80 passenger capacity railcar, currently undergoing
refurbishment, operate from Turners Marsh to Lilydale Falls and
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return. Lilydale Falls as a destination equates to Lakeside on the
Puffing Billy Railway. It is a destination with an attraction and
facilities that enable patrons to picnic and explore the area. The
ticket prices proposed are conservative and are less than those of
the Puffing Billy Railway. The Initial Proposal States:

“The section from Turners Marsh to Lilydale Falls would be
completed in 45 minutes. The proposed timetable is detailed
below:
Departing Turners Marsh
Departing Lilydale Falls
09.30
10.30
11.30
12.30
14.30
15.30
Based on a ticket price of $30 per adult, $15 per child and a family
for $70, the average revenue per head would be $18.00.
The absolute maximum revenues would be at 100% load factor: 3
x 80 = 240 passengers @ $18.00 = $4,320.00.
Assuming that in the first year, the volunteer railway only runs
every weekend in summer and every Sunday in winter, as well all
13 public holidays, the railway could operate on as few as 91
days, providing a full capacity potential revenue of $393,129
carrying 21,840 passengers. This is a very conservative prediction
without including school holidays, for example.
Over the first three years, the railway could experience growth
from 25% of its seat capacity to 50% or more:
Revenue Load factor Pax
Year
$
Capacity
Passenger Numbers
1
$98,283
25
5,460
2
$137,595
35
7,644
3
$196,564
50
10,920
Assessment – L&NER’s patronage predictions for Stage 1 are
conservative and achievable.
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Figure 15 – Lilydale Falls – An Attractive Destination

Stage 2 Operations Stage 2 would see the operating line extend
beyond the Stage 1 destination of Lilydale Falls onto Wyena /
Lebrina vineyards and the Denison Gorge. Stage 2 would continue
to enable visitation to the Falls, while also offering an extended trip
to Wyena / Lebrina vineyards and the Denison Gorge. The Stage
2 destination will be popular, as there will be opportunity for wine
and food tasting within walking distance of the proposed stop, and
also the drawcard of the impressive Denison Gorge.
L&NER marketing estimates for Stage 2 patronage are not defined
in the Initial Proposal. Analysis of the Initial Proposal indicates that
it is reasonable to assume a twice weekly railcar service to
Wyena / Lebrina vineyards and the Denison Gorge with up to 80
passengers per train each paying on average $30. Assuming each
train is operated at 50% capacity, it would see annual patronage of
10,920, given that Stage 1 Year 3 corresponds to Stage 2 Year 1.
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Figure 16 – Providence Vineyard – A Good Destination

Assuming 40% of passengers alight at Lilydale Falls and 60% go
onto Wyena / Lebrina vineyards and Denison George, revenue
would be:
10,920 x 40% x $18 = $78,624 – Stage 1
10,920 x 60% x $30 = $196,560 – Stage 2
providing a total revenue of $275,184.
Assessment – The patronage of 10,920 for the combined
Stage 1 and Stage 2 of L&NER’s operation is conservative
and achievable.
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Stage 3 Stage 3 would see the operating line extend from Wyena
/ Lebrina to Scottsdale, utilising L&NER’s existing diesel
locomotives and the 4 available passenger cars. That trip equates
to the excursion trip to Gembrook on the Puffing Billy Railway
which is a day experience. Scottsdale, as a destination, offers
bush adventures, boutique brewery visits, a military museum and a
strong cafe scene.

Figure 17 – Scottsdale – A Picturesque Destination with Many Attractions for Visitors

L&NER marketing estimates for Stage 3 patronage are not
defined. Analysis of the Initial Proposal indicates that it is
reasonable to assume a weekly locomotive hauled train service to
Scottsdale, as a distinct operation from the Stage 1 and Stage 2
railcar services. The locomotive hauled down trip to Scottsdale
would take place over one day and the return to Turners Marsh
would take place the next day. Passengers on the down trip to
Scottsdale would have the option of returning to Turners Marsh by
private bus or staying overnight in Scottsdale and returning to
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Turners Marsh by train the next day. Up to 200 passengers per
train each on average paying $70 one way would generate a total
income per train over 2 days of $28,000. That provides an annual
capacity of 20,800. Assuming each train is operated at 50 %
capacity, a conservative estimate, it would see annual patronage
of 10,400 and annual revenue of $728,000. That patronage would
be achieved in the first year of operation to Scottsdale.
Assessment – The patronage of 10,400 for Stage 3 of
L&NER’s operation is conservative and achievable.
3.5.4 Timetabling and Scheduling
As detailed in Section 2.3.3, successful tourist and heritage
railways utilise effective scheduling in their timetables to offer a
range of services that are optimised to meet the needs of their
patrons. L&NER will be able to offer a range of services that are of
different lengths and meet the “best practice” elements defined in
Section 2.3.3. L&NER will offer:


A short experience generally 1 hour to 1.5 hours in length to
Lilydale Falls.



A 4 to 6 hour experience to Wyena / Lebrina vineyards and
the Denison Gorge.



The whole day experience to Scottsdale.

Assessment – The L&NER proposed scheduling and
timetabling should be capable of reflecting industry best
practice.
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4. Assessment of the L&NER
Proposal – the Three Stages –
Ability of L&NER to Complete
Stage Specific Capital Upgrades
4.1 Common Elements Across All Stages 1 to 3
Section 4 assesses L&NER’s ability to complete the works
required in each stage to ensure that the line is “fit for purpose”.
Details of the Stages are:


Stage 1

Turners Marsh to Lilydale Falls - 14.6 kilometres



Stage 2

Lilydale Falls to Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards 14.6 kilometres



Stage 3

Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards to Scottsdale - 25.4
kilometres.

As detailed in Section 3.4.1, the Raylink Consulting Report details
the following number of sleepers requiring replacement in the 3
Stages to rehabilitate the NE line:


Section 1

4,015



Section 2

4,016



Section 3

6,985

The total number of sleepers requiring replacement is 15,016.
That number is accepted as a working figure by L&NER.
For Stages 1 to 3 of the work on the line, the key common
elements detailed below are relevant:
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 Governance – as detailed in Section 3.1.
 Staffing – as detailed in Section 3.2.
 Other Resources to Support Work for the Dole – as
detailed in Section 3.3.
4.1.1 Stage 1
The common elements detailed above cover the work in Stage 1,
specifically, workforce and other resource requirements for sleeper
replacement, bridgework, level crossing work, drain reinstatement
and clearing, vegetation control and other works such as platform
and car park construction.
The key issue is: “Will L&NER have the capacity with their
workforce and other resources to complete the necessary work
within a suitable timeframe?”.
Stage 1 requires:


4,015 sleepers to be replaced.



One bridge to be re-decked.



11 unsealed and 8 sealed level crossings to be reinstated.



Electronics at 7 level crossings with active protection to be
reinstated.



4.4 kilometres of drains to be rehabilitated.



7.3 kilometres of vegetation control.



A platform and car park facilities to be built at Turners Marsh.

L&NER have 2 fifteen person “Work for the Dole” teams.
Conservatively, those teams could complete all the work specified
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above within 2 years of commencement.
As a further check, 4,015 sleepers require replacement. An
experienced team can replace sleepers at the rate of 1,000 per
week, thus sleeper replacement work, once the teams are
functioning well, could be completed within 5 weeks, however,
even an experienced Work for the Dole team may take a little
longer.
Assessment – L&NER have the resources and capability to
complete the work in Stage 1 within 2 years of
commencement.
4.1.2 Stage 2
As with Stage 1, the specific common elements detailed earlier in
Section 4 cover workforce and other resource requirements for
sleeper replacement, bridgework, level crossing work, drain
reinstatement and clearing, vegetation control and other works
such as platform and car park construction.
Stage 2 requires:


4,016 sleepers to be replaced.



Three bridges to be rehabilitated.



6 unsealed and 6 sealed level crossings to be reinstated.



Electronics at 3 level crossings with active protection to be
reinstated.



5 kilometres of drains to be rehabilitated.



7.3 kilometres of vegetation control.
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A platform and car park facilities to be built at Wyena.

Conservatively, L&NER’s 2 fifteen person “Work for the Dole”
teams would be able to complete all the works detailed above
within 2 years of commencement of Stage 2.
As a further check, 4,016 sleepers require replacement. An
experienced team can replace sleepers at the rate of 1,000 per
week, thus sleeper replacement work, once the teams are
functioning well, could be completed within 5 weeks.
Assessment – L&NER have the resources and capability to
complete the work in Stage 2 within 2 years of
commencement of Stage 2.
4.1.3 Stage 3
As with Stage 1, the specific common elements detailed earlier in
Section 4 cover workforce and other resource requirements for
sleeper replacement, bridgework, level crossing work, drain
reinstatement and clearing, vegetation control and other works
such as platform and car park construction.
Stage 3 requires:


6,985 sleepers to be replaced.



3 bridges to be rehabilitated including one small bridge to be
replaced with a steel structure.



11 unsealed and 7 sealed level crossings to be reinstated.



Electronics at 5 level crossings with active protection to be
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reinstated.


8.5 kilometres of drains to be rehabilitated.



8.4 kilometres of vegetation control.



A passing loop, platform and car park facilities to be built at
Scottsdale.

L&NER’s 2 fifteen person “Work for the Dole” teams would
conservatively be able to complete all the works detailed above
within 2 years of commencement of Stage 3.
As a further check, 6,985 sleepers require replacement. An
experienced team can replace sleepers at the rate of 1,000 per
week, thus sleeper replacement work, once the teams are
functioning well, could be completed within 7 weeks.
Assessment – L&NER have the resources and capability to
complete the work in Stage 3 within 2 years of
commencement of Stage 3.
4.1.4 Summary
Six factors are responsible for the ability of L&NER to undertake
works required to progress Stages 1, 2 and 3 to a point where the
line is “fit for purpose”.


Significant investment by the Tasmanian Government
Railways that resulted in a substantial number of steel
sleepers replacing wooden sleepers; 60% of the sleepers are
steel.
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The use by Tasmanian Government Railways of treated
timber sleepers that have an extended life over normal
wooden sleepers – 35+ years versus 20 years.



Annual maintenance undertaken by TasRail which has
controlled vegetation and ensured the integrity of the line.



Availability of a suitable number of steel or wooden sleepers
to replace sleepers that are not “fit for purpose”.



Availability of a Work for the Dole labour supply with suitably
qualified supervisors, and the extensive availability of plant
and material by way of in-kind contributions.



Significant in-kind support from timber suppliers, transport
operators and other suppliers in required key areas.

Assessment – The above elements collectively have resulted
in L&NER being able to undertake Stages 1, 2 and 3 works
within a reasonable timeframe.
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5. Assessment of the L&NER
Proposal – The Three Stages –
Ability of L&NER to Operate
Sustainably Without Government
Recurrent Funding
5.1

Sustainability

Section 5 of the report assesses the L&NER proposal by
examining the ongoing operating costs, patronage and models of
operation to ensure that the proposed venture can operate
sustainably utilising volunteer contributions, but without the need
for recurrent funding from external sources, including Government.
When considering the annual expense associated with
maintaining the track, sleeper replacement, bridge maintenance,
vegetation clearing and drainage maintenance costs, the
significant works undertaken to ensure that the line is “fit for
purpose” will result in lower that average track maintenance
expenses, due to the high percentage of steel sleepers which
require substantially less maintenance.
When examining the sleeper replacement issue, the following
should be considered:


The line is approximately 60 kilometres in length.



There are 1,500 sleepers per kilometre, with the total number
of sleepers being 90,000.



Of the 90,000 sleepers, currently 54,000 are steel.



The work to ensure that the line is “fit for purpose” will see an
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additional 15,000 steel sleepers installed, thus the total
number of steel sleepers will be 69,000.


When the line is “fit for purpose”, only 21,000 wooden
sleepers will remain in the line, and those sleepers are treated
wood with an anticipated life expectancy of 35+ years.



Of the remaining 21,000 wooden sleepers, the average life
remaining per sleeper is 15 years, thus only 1,400 sleepers
will require replacement across the entire 60 kilometres of
track annually.

The requirement to replace 1,400 sleepers annually plus other
work associated with bridge maintenance, vegetation clearing and
drainage maintenance costs is relatively low when compared with
other tourist and heritage railways in Australia and overseas. It is
well within the capability of the Work for the Dole teams, especially
when considering many of the factors that are detailed in Section
4.1.4 with respect to ensuring the line is “fit for purpose” also apply
to the annual maintenance task, specifically:


Availability of a suitable number of steel sleepers to replace
sleepers that are not “fit for purpose”, and treated wooden
sleepers available as a backup.



Availability of a Work for the Dole labour supply with suitably
qualified supervisors, and the ongoing extensive availability of
plant and material by way of in-kind contribution.



Significant in-kind support from timber suppliers, transport
operators and other suppliers in required key areas.
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Assessment – The above elements collectively result in
L&NER being able to undertake annual sleeper replacement
and other tasks associated with ongoing maintenance of the
line in a sustainable manner.
5.1.1 Sustainability – Stage 1
Stage 1

Turners Marsh to Lilydale Falls – 14.6 kilometres.

The key drivers for operational sustainability are:


Annual expense associated with maintaining the 14.6
kilometres of track.



Direct expenses associated with operating the services.



Other expenses including administration.

Those costs must be less than the revenue generated.
Expenses
Track. Proportionally, Stage 1 requires replacement of
approximately 374 sleepers annually in addition to the bridge
maintenance, vegetation clearing and drainage maintenance
costs. As detailed in Section 5.1, track maintenance works are
manageable and can be covered by the Work for the Dole teams.
Direct Operational Expenses
Direct operational expenses for Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be
minimal due to the use of diesel railcars. The vehicles have very
low operating costs and volunteer labour with the right skills is
available to undertake the maintenance.
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The Initial Proposal details the expenses associated with Stage 1;
an extract of the Initial Proposal is detailed below:
3 trips @ 45 minutes each way = 4.5 hours in total. $20 per
hour = $88 fuel costs per day for 91 days = $8,008
Other outgoings

$

Compliance, accounts and audit costs
Insurance

4,200
15,000

Annual safety training and accreditation
Maintenance – line

1,500
20,000

Maintenance – railcar parts

5,000

Fuel

8,000

Power for yard and sheds

$1,000

Costs of operations

$54,700

5% contingency

2,700

Total costs

$57,400

The above outgoings are reasonable but some costs have been
omitted. In addition to those detailed above, based on Linqage
International’s experience with other tourist and heritage railways,
the following expenses for administration support (part time
person), marketing and other elements should also be included.
Annual Administration Support
Annual Marketing Costs / Web Site
Specialist Fitting / Machining
Training
Telephone ‐ Fixed and Mobile
Water
Electricity
Building Maintenance
Volunteer Support
Cleaning
Accreditation
Total
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The total expense base is:
Direct Operational Expenses

$57,400

Administration and Marketing Expenses

$57,000

Total Expenses

$114,400

Revenue
The revenue, as detailed in the Initial Proposal is shown below:
Revenue
Year

Load factor
$

Pax

%

1

$98,283

25

5,460

2

$137,595

35

7,644

3

$196,564

50

10,920

In addition to the revenue from operations, L&NER would be in
receipt of annual subscription revenue from members and other
donations of between $40,000 and $60,000 annually, as detailed
in Section 3.3.5.
L&NER’s first year of operations would require funding support
from annual membership subscriptions of $16,117 in Year 1.
L&NER would operate in surplus from Year 2 onwards.
Assessment – For Stage 1, apart from Year 1, when
membership subscriptions would be required to support
operational revenue, L&NER would be able to operate
sustainably in surplus from Year 2 without the need for any
recurrent support from external sources, including
Government.
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Sustainability – Stage 2
Stage 2

Lilydale Falls to Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards - 14.6

kilometres with total distance from Turners Marsh being 29.2
kilometres.
As with Stage 1, the key drivers for operational sustainability are:


Annual expense associated with maintaining the 14.6
kilometres of track.



Direct expenses associated with operating the services.



Other expenses including administration.

Those costs must be less than the revenue generated.
Expenses
Track. Proportionally, Stage 2 requires replacement of
approximately 374 sleepers annually in addition to the bridge
maintenance, vegetation clearing and drainage maintenance
costs. As detailed in Section 5.1, track maintenance works are
manageable and can be covered by the Work for the Dole teams.
Direct Operational Expenses
Direct operational expenses for Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be
minimal due to the use of diesel railcars. Those vehicles have very
low operating costs and labour for maintenance is available.
The Initial Proposal details the expenses associated with Stage 1;
they can be extrapolated to allow for the additional expenses of
operating to Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards. Amended details from the
Initial Proposal are detailed below, with changes related to the
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Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards section in Bold:
For Stage 1 - 3 trips @ 45 minutes each way = 4.5 hours in
total. $20 per hour = $88 fuel costs per day for 91 days =
$8,008 plus for Stage 2 – same additional fuel cost as
above being $8,008 as the distance is the same.
Other outgoings

$

Compliance, accounts and audit costs
Insurance

4,200
15,000

Annual safety training and accreditation
Maintenance – line

1,500
20,000

Maintenance – railcar parts

5,000

Fuel

8,000

Power for yard and sheds

$1,000

Costs of operations

$54,700

5% contingency

2,700

Total costs

$57,400

Not all expenses detailed above proportionally increase as the
operating distance is doubled. However, fuel and maintenance of
the additional line will double. The following other expenses for
administration support (part time person), marketing and other
elements should also be included. The total expense base for
Stage 1 and Stage 2 operations is:
Fuel – Additional for Stage 2

$8,000

Direct Operational Expenses

$57,400

Administration and Marketing Expenses

$57,000

Maintenance of the Additional Line

$20,000

Total Expenses

$142,400
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Revenue
As detailed in Section 3.5.3, revenue for the integrated run
combining Stages 1 and 2 is as follows:
Assuming 40% of passengers alight at Lilydale Falls and 60% go
onto Wyena / Lebrina vineyards and Denison George, revenue
would be:
10,920 x 40% x $18 = $78,624 – Stage 1
10,920 x 60% x $30 = $196,560 – Stage 2
providing a total revenue of $275,184.
Combined Stage 1 Year 3 and Stage 2 Year 1 would deliver a
surplus of $132,784.
The surplus is needed as most tourist and heritage railways with
similar surpluses establish reserves to provide for calamities such
as bridge washouts and unexpected major failures of rolling stock.
Assessment – For Stages 1 and 2, L&NER would be able to
operate sustainably in surplus without the need for any
recurrent support from external sources, including
Government.
Sustainability – Stage 3
Stage 3

Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards to Scottsdale - 25.4

kilometres – utilising a dedicated diesel hauled train service which
will operate in addition to the railcar services.
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As with Stage 1 and Stage 2 operations, the key drivers for
operational sustainability are:


Annual expense associated with maintaining the additional
25.4 kilometres of track.



Direct expenses associated with operating the services.



Other expenses including administration.

Those costs must be less than the revenue generated.
Expenses
Track. Proportionally, Stage 3 requires replacement of
approximately 651 sleepers annually in addition to the bridge
maintenance, vegetation clearing and drainage maintenance
costs. As detailed in Section 5.1, track maintenance works are
manageable and can be covered by the Work for the Dole teams.
Direct Operational Expenses
Direct operational expenses for Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be
minimal due to the use of diesel railcars, however, the additional
operational costs for Stage 3 will reflect the use of a diesel electric
locomotive hauling 4 carriages. L&NER have diesel locomotives
available and access to 4 carriages that will be appropriate for the
proposed service.
The Initial Proposal details the expenses associated with Stage 1;
they have been extrapolated to allow for the additional expenses
of operating to Wyena / Lebrina Vineyards for Stage 2 operations.
Amended details related to Stage 2 operations from the Initial
Proposal are detailed below, with changes related to the Wyena /
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Lebrina Vineyards section in Bold. Stage 3 additional expenses
are detailed in Bold Underlined:
3 trips @ 45 minutes each way = 4.5 hours in total. $20 per
hour = $88 fuel costs per day for 91 days = $8,008 plus for
Stage 2 – same additional fuel cost as above being $8,008
as the distance is the same. Additional fuel expenses for
Stage 3 are 120 kilometres weekly at 3 litres per kilometre
at $1.50 per litre by 52 weeks equates to $28,080 fuel
charges annually for the diesel electric locomotive.
Other outgoings

$

Compliance, accounts and audit costs
Insurance

4,200
15,000

Annual safety training and accreditation
Maintenance – line

1,500
20,000

Maintenance – railcar parts

5,000

Fuel

8,000

Power for yard and sheds

$1,000

Costs of operations

$54,700

5% contingency

2,700

Total costs

$57,400

In addition to the costs detailed above, based on Linqage
International’s experience, the following other expenses for
administration support (part time person), marketing and other
elements should also be included.
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Annual Administration Support
Annual Marketing Costs / Web Site
Specialist Fitting / Machining
Training
Telephone ‐ Fixed and Mobile
Water
Electricity
Building Maintenance
Volunteer Support
Cleaning
Accreditation
Total

$20,000
$10,000
$5,000
$3,000
$5,000
$1,000
$5,000
$3,000
$2,000
$2,000
$1,000
$57,000

The total expense base is:
Fuel – Additional Stage 2
Fuel – Additional Stage 3
Direct Operational Expenses
Administration and Marketing Expenses
Maintenance of Additional Line (Stage 2)
Maintenance of Additional Line (Stage 3)
Bus Charges
Additional Rolling Stock Maintenance
Accommodation and Meals for Crew
Total Expenses

$8,000
$28,080
$57,400
$57,000
$20,000
$34,800
$25,000
$10,000
$6,000
$246,280

Revenue
As detailed above:
Revenue for combined Stages 1 and 2 - $275,184
Revenue for Stage 3 only - $728,000 (Section 3.5.3)
Revenue for Stage 3 Year 1 will be generated in Stage 2 Year 3.
Assuming growth of 3% annually for Stage 2, the revenue for
Stage 2 Year 3 would be $291,943. Combined revenue for all
stages at Stage 3 Year 1 will be $1,019,943.
Conservatively, Stage 3 Year 1 of operations would generate an
annual surplus of $773,663.
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Detailed below in Table 2 are estimated L&NER revenue,
expenses and surplus for Years 1 to 6 operating a diesel
locomotive in Stage 3. As detailed below, the surplus in Year 6
would be substantially reduced if steam operations were
undertaken.

L&NER Revenue, Expenses and Surplus Years 1 to 6
Operating a Diesel Locomotive in Stage 3
$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$0
Total Revenue
Year 1

Expenses
Year 2

Year 3

Surplus
Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Table 2 – L&NER Revenue, Expenses, Surplus Years 1 to 6 with a Diesel Locomotive in Stage 3

Should steam operations be pursued, they should be costed and
fares calculated on a one off basis to reflect the different cost of
operations, which would include leasing charges, crew costs, coal
costs and transport costs in the event that a locomotive could not
access the line via the TasRail main line. It should be noted that
the operational surplus detailed above would significantly
decrease to less than $100,000 annually in the event that L&NER
operated steam locomotives on the line. It is due to the very high
operational costs and the requirement to allow for establishment of
reserves to cover significant boiler repair and replacement costs
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that normally are necessary between 15 and 25 years of
operation.
Maintenance costs for steam locomotives are very high. To
maintain one operational steam locomotive available at all times, 2
locomotives would be required. Each locomotive requires 1.5
fitters with a supervisor giving staffing costs in excess of $190,000
annually. Consumables for the two fitters would be another
$60,000 annually.
Operational costs for coal and lubricants would be in excess of
$100,000 annually.
Considering the above, it becomes apparent why many tourist and
heritage railways operate regular diesel locomotives services to
generate surpluses which can then be utilised to subsidise less
frequent steam operations.
As detailed earlier, the surplus is needed as most tourist and
heritage railways with similar surpluses establish reserves to
provide for calamities such as bridge washouts and unexpected
major failures of rolling stock.
Assessment – For Stages 1, 2 and 3, L&NER would be able to
operate sustainably in surplus without the need for any
recurrent support from external sources, including
Government.
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Attachment 1 – L&NER Board Skills and Experience
(Information as provided by L&NER)
Clynton Brown, Chairman. I gained my certificate in AGrade Electrician in
2012. I have been a board member of Diesel Traction Tasmania, since 2014.
I have been a member of Don River Railway for 10 years. I am a member of
the Historical Machinery Club for 9 years. Worked at Redwater Creek
Railway and helped set up Steamfest. I was one of the main organisers of
the National Machinery Rally in 2015. I am skilled at co-ordinating people to
complete given tasks. I have been involved in fundraising for the Cancer
Council. I see the value of the North East Line for running a tourist and
heritage rail operation.
Ralph Berry, Vice Chairman Retired teacher. Industrial electrician for 17
years in mines and construction sites, 34 years as a TAFE teacher in
Launceston. I became part of L&NER because my family comes from the NE
and I believe in the rail. We can make a massive difference to this area. (CV
Attached)
Garry Harris, Treasurer. Moved from England in 2004. Worked in a bank
for 5 years. I have been employed by Tasrail since 2009. I am currently
working as a statewide train controller. This is such a beautiful area, I believe
the railway will be good for the area and create economic development.
David Payne, Secretary. I have been a board member of Diesel Traction
Tasmania since 2014. I have worked for tasrail for 38 years. I have been a
driver, driver trainer, now operations supervisor North. I am passionate about
this area and a really good tourist product that could be in the North East.
Wendy McLennan, Community Engagement Team. I was a Federal public
servant for 25 years. I am fully conversant with parliamentary processes. I
am a trained chef and operated a tourism business in the North East for 8
years. I was part of the tourist board for 10 years. Worked at the Scottsdale
Hospital and Doctors surgery. I have implemented several projects within the
Bridport region. I am happy to be on the community engagement team as I
am now very passionate about this project and don’t want to see this valuable
infrastructure removed. It is now necessary to inform the people of
Launceston what the project is about.
Stuart Bryce, Community Engagement Team. Worked in the airforce for 25
years covering all areas from aircraft mechanic to Senior Airforce Officer. In
1986 I was involved with private school management. I was President of the
Tasmanian Wine industry for 10 years. I was president of the Tamar Valley
Wine Route, I was President of the lilydale progress association. Vice
president of the wine makers of Australia and head of the tax committee. I
have operated Providence Vineyard since 1980. I believe in this project and
it will be a saving grace for the farmers.

Michael de Bomford, Board Member. For 34 years I have worked for Hydro
Tasmania, Aurora Energy and Tasnetworks. I have been a substation
operator on the West Coast. I have been an electrical inspector for over 25
years, I am also a full trainer and auditor. I have been a member of the Don
River Railway for over 30 years. I was involved in a lot of the mainline
runnings on the steam side. I was an early member of the Mt Lyall Scociety
in the late 80’s and early 90’s. I was involved with the early project for the
Apt Railway and I know what is needed to keep the project going. Have been
Secretary for TAT Rail. We really need accreditation and the technical side.
We need to get down to the requirements of the project.
Ross Broomhall - Board Member. Retired Electrical Fitter and traction
motor rewinder. Member of the Launceston Tramway Museum Society. We
do know how to lay rails and fix plates. I completed national service and was
in signals, and I am an amateur radio operator. I don’t mind hard work.
Greg Cooper - Board Member. Train driver with Tas Rail for 35 years. I am
a life member of the Don River Railway, I have been on the executive board
in different positions. I spent over 5 years organising the Don River Railway
and Burnie Council for mainline tours when they were out on the Tasrail
network and I have been involved in railway traction for 4 years.

Ralph James Berry
Technical Author and Electrician
Summary of Experience
Ralph is a technical author and electrician who retired from technical teaching in 2014
after 50 years working in the transport, mining, construction and technical education
sectors.

Employment History
2014-present Technical author, Electician
1998-2014 Advanced Skills Teacher Level 1, Institute of TAFE Tasmania
1995-1998 Program Manager Engineering Services, Launceston Institute of TAFE WellingtonStreet
Launceston
1991-1995Advanced Skills Teacher Level 1, Launceston College of TAFE
1981-1991Teacher of Electrical Mechanics Launceston Community College (TAFEStudies) Wellington Street
Launceston
1978-1981Launceston Technical College Wellington Street Launceston Maintenance Electrician(licence
nominee)
1978 Teacher of Electrical Mechanics, Launceston Community College (TAFEStudies) Wellington Street
Launceston
1975-1978 Line Training Instructor(Electrical,) Bougainville Copper PTY LTD Panguna Bougainville Papua
New Guinea
1975 Master Craftsman Electrician, Bougainville Copper PTY LTD Panguna Bougainville Papua New Guinea
1974-1975 Production TestTechnician. Marconi Elliot Avionics Rochester Kent England
1973 Technical Teacher (Radio and Line Transmission),North London College of Further Education
Holloway
Road London England
1971-1973 Service technician, Assmann Dictating Systems Tretol House Burnt Oak, North London England
1969-1971Instrument Technician, COMALCO Aluminium Bell Bay PTY LTD Bell Bay Tasmania
1968-1969 Electrical Fitter' COMALCO Aluminium Bell Bay PTY LTD Bell Bay Tasmania
1967-to1968 Grade A Electrical Mechanic, Electro PTY LTD Margaret St. Launceston Tasmania
1967 Grade A Electrical Mechanic, HM Workshops Alice Springs Northern Territory
1967 Grade A Electrical Mechanic, Electro PTY LTD Maragret St. Launceston Tasmania
1966 Apprentice Electrical Mechanic, G.W.Mance Electrical Contractor
1963-1966 Apprentice Electrical Fitter, Tasmanian Government Railways Invermay road Launceston
Tasmania
Volunteer History
2010 to present Volunteer Leading Firefighter
1998 to 2010 Volunteer Fire Fighter
1979 to1998 Weymouth/Lulworth Volunteer Fire Brigade First Officer
1973-1974 Railway restoration, Kent and East Sussex Railway, Tenterdon, Kent , U.K.

Trade qualifications
Electrical Mechanic Proficiency Launceston Technical College 1967
Industrial Electronics proficiency Launceston Technical College1967
Electrical practitioner license, Tasmanian Electrical Regulator (current)

Tertiary Qualifications
Teaching and training Certificate IV, TasTAFE, 2013
Diploma of computing, Tasmania State Institute of Technology, Launceston
Batchelor of Education, University of Tasmania, Launceston

Post Graduate Qualifications
Post Graduate Certificate in Corporate Management, University of Tasmania, Launceston

Electrical experience
Locomotive, rail car and carriage electrical system installation and maintenance
Workshop and industrial control equipment maintenance and installation
Domestic and appliance repair and installation
Curriculum Vitae for Ralph Berry 1

Wendy McLennan ‐ Summary of Experience.
1. Positions held during my 26 years in the Commonwealth Public Service
Customs Department

Accountant and Budgets Supervisor.

Foreign Affairs
and AusAid–

1. Establishment of ACIAR (Australian Centre for
International Agricultural Research (Travelled to Papua
New Guinea as part of this project).
2. Chief Negotiations officer for aid projects in developing
countries.

Antarctic Division –

1. Scientific Research Co‐ordinator.
2. Four 6 week trips to Antarctica as Voyage Leader. Control of
passengers, expeditioners, helicopter and LARC operations, liaison
officer between the ship’s Captain and the Antarctic Division.

Environment Dept

1. Secretary to the Environment and Conservation Committee
(responsible to Ministers from all states).
2. Grants Co‐ordinator for Climate Change and Greenhouse
Warming.

2. Part of the NE Tourism industry since 1997. Fully conversant with the economic
situation and the downturn in jobs and employment in the region.
3. Positions held in Scottsdale:


Scottsdale Doctor’s Surgery – Implementation of Computer System for patient
records and office manager.



Scottsdale Hospital – Finance Manager and Co‐ordinator of Services for 2 years.

4. Private Enterprise


Canberra and surrounding regions. ‐ Introduced Spring Valley Fruit Juices.
Successfully grew the business and sold out to Coca Cola.



Operated Manalanga Farm at Bridport from 1991 – 2011. This was a beef cattle farm
with a private airstrip. In 2003 ‐ Established ‘The Flying Teapot Café’ for 7 years.

5. Community Involvement in the North East


A member of NETTA (North East Tasmania Tourist Association) from 1997.



North East Showcase held on our property –– 2 successful events held at Manalanga
Farm and the Flying Teapot Café ‐ with aircraft, craft stalls and entertainment.



Founding member of the North East Rivers Festival – which incorporated the Derby
River Derby.



Member of Bridport Lions Club.



Member of Bridport Innovations which is the Community Progress Association:

Personal Achievements
 $250,000 grant for solar lights and information plaques on the foreshore.
 $25,000 grant for a Bridport Film Society. (This funding was spent at the
Community Club – Screen, projector, light blocking blinds, chairs).
 Outside entertainment from Stomping Dance held on foreshore in front of Club.
 Organised for Ten Days on the Island to have an activity at Bridport (Flowers on
Trent Water).
 2007 – Received Smart Communities Award for achievements in Bridport.
 Installation of outdoor seating and covers along the foreshore.
 Co‐ordination of the Movie Makers Convention (Attended by over 150 people
from interstate – injection of approximately $100,000 into the local community)
6. Current Participation within the North East








Involved in the relocation of the Community Radio Station at George Town.
Suggested the events ‘Fun in the Sun’ be held at Bridport to entertain the increased
number of visitors to the region during the Christmas period.
Establishment of a garden and walking track at Seaview Village for use by the public.
Approaches made to Council for the installation of wind structures on the foreshore at
Bridport.
Participation in the Hall Committee action to retain the hall for the community.
Established the University of the 3rd Age. This is now an incorporated association.
Member of the Launceston and North East Rail Group to retain the railway between
Scottsdale and Launceston as a Heritage Railway.

7. Personal Achievements
 Author of a children’s book – Pinto and the Nella Dan.
 Portrait painting of Auntie Phyllis Pitchford in the Premier’s Office.
 Painting of Cuckoo Falls purchased by Dorset Council from the NE Arts and Craft.
 Extensive overseas travel ‐ 41 Countries and 138 cities.
 High‐level marketing and computer skills.
 Understanding of government and political processes gained from Federal and State
Government employment.

Stuart Alexander Bryce
Born: 3 May 1945 Bushey Herts UK ‐ Arrived in Australia: 27 March 1949
Australian Citizen 27 August 1975
Education:

Bachelor of Applied Science (Wine Science) conferred 25 March 1987: Charles
Sturt University
Graduate Certificate in Management Studies December 1984: University of New
South Wales. Graduate: Royal Australian Naval Staff College December 1984.
Awarded Staff College Medal.

RAAF service August 1963 to September 1986 initially as an aircraftman (Instrument Fitter)
then as pilot from 1968. Retired as Wing Commander. Active service South Vietnam 1968–
1970 with No 37 Squadron and 1st Australian Task Force at Nui Dat.
Owner;
Providence Vineyards since 1980
Statutory Commonwealth appointment: as Services Member, Veterans’ Review Board since
November 1991, Reappointed 1993, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010 , retired
September 2015.
Other business interests/shares etc: Nil
Member:

Launceston Legacy
Lilydale Arts Council – Lilydale Players
Wine Tasmania Inc.
Australian Hotels Association
Winemakers Federation of Australia
RAAF Association
Brand Tasmania Inc.
North East Residents and Farmers 2015 Chairman
Launcston and North East Railway (Board Member) 2017

Elected positions: Vineyards Association of Tasmania – President 1999 ‐ 2007
Australian Regional Winemakers Forum Management Committee (elected
2000 re‐elected 2001, 2002, and 2003 as Tasmanian representative. Elected
president October 2004 resigned February 2007
Winemakers Federation of Australia 2000 elected to Federal Executive
Council
2001 – re‐elected 2002, 2003 and 2004, resigned 2007
Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation and Grape Wine Research and
Development Corporation Board member selection panel 2001‐2007
Australian Regional Winemakers Forum – Chairman of National Taxation
Committee 2002 re‐elected 2003, 2005 resigned 2007
Tasmanian Vine Improvement Association Inc – Chairman since inauguration
2001. Association’s incorporation discontinued 2007.
Australian Wine Tourism Alliance 2002, re‐elected 2003, resigned 2007
Board member: Life Education Victoria –elected 2010 – resigned 2013.
Inaugural Chairman, Life Education Tasmania Inc elected 2009 retired 2013.
Divorced:
Interests:

Tennis, chess, music, military history, trekking in PNG, trains

Michael de Bomford
Electrical Compliance
Inspector\Auditor\Trainer
Technical Support - HSEQ
(Solution Analyst)

P 03 6324 7674| M 0418 129 453 | E michael.debomford@tasnetworks.com.au
1 Australis Dr, Rocherlea 7248
PO Box 419, Launceston TAS 7250
Subject: (My) Volunteer hours.
Would like to add up over the 37 years (hours) I have put into the Don River Railway, Public
Officer\Secretary for the Mount Lyell Abt Railway Society, Red Water Creek Society, Steam Fest Sheffield,
Pearns Steam World, Wee Georgie Wood Railway & TATRail organisation.
Member of the local Machinery group, Maitland Steam & Heritage Society (NSW) also assist with Oberon
Steam & Heritage Preservation Society.
Involved with saving heritage assets like in recent times saving the Lake Margaret Power Station from
closure; Chris Martin was also involved with this
.
I can feel my time being rationalised to saving the North East Line from destruction & the L&NER cause is
worth being involved.
I am an electrician by trade also a certificate (iv) in electrical inspection\auditing also cert (iv) trainer.
Have a high risk license for pressure vessels (boiler ticket) & reciprocating steam engines and passed out
(deemed competent) to drive & fire steam & some diesel locomotives for the DRR; can also carry out role
as guard and have a current medical certificate regards operating rail transport equipment.
Have been involved with many working bees with DRR & other organisation where & when ever the need
arises including track work.
Currently spend half day Saturdays & part Wed\Tues at the DRR Inveresk workshop in Lton working on
carriages & locomotives with mostly electrical repairs, modification, rebuilds also any other electrical need.
I am prepared to spend alternative weekends helping on railcar refurbishment up to 6 hours on a Saturday
also being close by to work I could also spend an hour or two after work especially with the warmer
weather & later daylight hours.

Curriculum Vitae
Robert Gordon (Bob) Vanselow, BE (Civ), MIE Aust, CP Eng, CMILT, MPWI
Manager / Railway Consulting Engineer, trading as “BobV Rail” (ABN 77 640 721 252; Sole Trader,
GST-registered)
Home and Business Address:
33 Barton Street, West Wodonga, Vic. (3690)
Contact Details:
Telephone (02) 6059 6586
Facsimile: (02) 6059 6983
Mobile : 0418 906 365
E-mail: bobvrail@bigpond.com
Qualifications:
Bachelor of Engineering (Civil), University of Melbourne, 1969 (Honours 2A)
Member, Institution of Engineers Australia
Chartered Professional Engineer (NPER: 226903)
Member, Railway Technical Society of Australasia
The Australian Administrative Staff College (Management Development Program 68)
Member, The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport in Australia
Fellow, The Permanent Way Institution (UK, 1993)
Member, The Permanent Way Institution (NSW Division, 2008)
Member, Rail Track Association Australia
Employment History since Graduating:
March – April 1970: Engineer, Taylor Woodrow International (Perth, WA). Multi-storey building
construction in central city.
May – Dec 1970: Site Supervisor, Gavin Dewar & Co (Paraburdoo, WA). Construction of town water
supply, sewerage reticulation system and sewage treatment works.
Jan 1971 – July 1972: Office Engineer, Morrison-Knudsen-Mannix-Oman (Tom Price & Wickham,
WA). Construction of Tom Price to Paraburdoo and Robe River railways.
July – Dec 1972: Project Engineer, Thiess Brothers P/L (Townsville, Qld). Construction of Townsville
to Greenvale Nickel railway.
March 1973 – July 1980: Planning Officer & Project Engineer – Civil, Melbourne & Metropolitan
Tramways Board (Melb, Vic). Network planning, track reconstruction, reconfigurations and extensions
to the street tramway network.
Aug 1980 – Nov 1984: Civil Engineer – Railway Technical, Hamersley Iron P/L (Seven Mile, Dampier,
WA). R&D to improve heavy-haul railway track infrastructure and maintenance efficiencies.
Nov 1984 – Sept 1987: Manager – Railway Technical Dep’t, Hamersley Iron P/L (Seven Mile,
Dampier, WA). R&D to improve heavy-haul railway track infrastructure, locomotives, rollingstock,
operations and maintenance efficiencies. 2

Sept 1987 – June 2002: Specialist Engineer – Railway Projects, Hamersley Iron P/L (Seven Mile and
Dampier, WA). Attached to Engineering (Dampier Op’s), Track Signals & Communications (Rail), then
Engineering (Dampier Op’s). Various railway-related projects and investigations for HI/RioTinto’s new
business opportunities, growth and efficiencies.
July 2002 – Oct 2007: Specialist Project Engineer, assigned to Pilbara Rail Company P/L, then Pilbara
Iron-Railways Division (Seven Mile, Dampier, WA). Various railway-related projects and
investigations for Hamersley Iron/Pilbara Rail/Pilbara Iron/RioTinto’s new business opportunities,
growth and efficiencies. This work included overseas iron ore railway projects in Brazil (3) and Guinea
(West Africa).
Snapshot of RGV’s Active Projects for Pilbara Rail, at Dec 2005 - Jan ‘06
7 Mile Yard de-bottlenecking for 150 mta rate (incl. Bad Order Car removal options, and interfacing
with proposed Drop Pit).
Optimum ore-car set size (2, 4 or 6…post-closure of Parker Point dumper CD 1) and planned Bad
Order ‘Block Maintenance’ size studies, for pooled fleet.
Cape Lambert Yard upgrading for 80 mta (incl. provision for possible future 3rd Dumper to ~100
mta).
Derailment Report for Cape Lambert (hand-throw trailable 1:10 turnouts).
Dampier Port Upgrade Phase B (Car Dumper 4) track infrastructure details and other Rail support.
Hope Downs & associated infrastructure design (incl. Juna Downs-Hawk options).
West Angelas +25mta implications for Rail.
East Angelas Order of Magnitude support.
Yandi JSE expansion (Quail and Yandi Loop duplication) construction support.
Tunkawanna – Rosella Rail Duplication construction support (incl. updating of Train Control Charts
and Track Schematics).
Karratha – Tom Price Public Road Stage 2, design and commercial interface issues.
2 Mile - Dampier Road intersection upgrade, by Main Roads.
Design of proposed Fuel Train decanting siding and facility at West Angelas.
Design of modified (24-car) Fuel Train decanting facilities at Tom Price and Paraburdoo.
Design and support for Ammonium Nitrate unloading siding at Paraburdoo.
Pilbara Iron representative on the Australasian Railway Association (ARA) Code Management
Company’s (CMC) “Track & Civil Infrastructure Standing Committee” and the Australian (National)
“Code of Practice (NCoP) Workshop” (currently considering proposed changes to the Track & Civil
Codes).
RGV
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Since October 2007: Owner / Railway Consulting Engineer, “BobV Rail”:
October 2007 – Currently:
Providing ‘as required’ (effectively part time over the period to date) Consulting support to Pilbara IronRailways Division (Rio Tinto Iron Ore) on various railway Expansion Studies, Railway Electrification
Study, the Automatic Train Operation project.
Consulting support to Rio Tinto/Pilbara Rail for in-house Engineering Standards review, and
preliminary enquiries concerning yard lighting standards and working clearances required for various
track maintenance activities in dual-track areas; on site at Seven Mile (Karratha): 13th – 19th November
2011.
Participated in Rio Tinto Rail Engineering’s “Rail of the Future” Workshop, in Perth, WA, on Tuesday
7th and Wednesday 8th February2012.
Development of Railway Infrastructure Codes of Practice and Australian Railway Standards through
representation of Pilbara Iron ~ Rio Tinto Iron Ore Railways Division on various ARA~RISSB
Standing Committees and Development Groups (and currently ongoing…see NOTE below).
28th January 2009:
Submission made (in own right) to the “House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Local Government” concerning updating of the
2004 report on “Train Illumination” and other measures to reduce level crossing accidents.
Consulting support to GHD from 13 February 2009, as required through to currently:
Consulting support to GHD Melbourne for ‘Traralgon’ yard track and civil expansions/upgrades to
refuel, clean and stable additional ‘VLocity’ high speed DMU (Diesel Multiple Unit) trains
Consulting support to GHD re detailed design review of ‘Brighton Beach’ yard reconstruction to suit
stabling of Melbourne’s suburban EMU (Electric Multiple Unit) trains; and detailed design review re
proposed EMU stabling facilities at ‘Upfield’ and ‘Upper Ferntree Gully’.
Consulting support to GHD re preliminary design of EMU train stabling facilities at site of former
‘Paisley’ station (Altona Nth).
Consulting support to GHD re track requirements for ‘Craigieburn’ EMU stabling/train-maintenance
yard’s proposed Train Wash facility, adjoining Fatality Inspection facility, and nearby (green-fields)
EMU Train Maintenance Facility.
Consulting support to GHD re track requirements for ‘Westall’ EMU Workshops’ Train-Lifting track. 4

Consulting support to GHD re track alignments at Altona North’s Standard Gauge passing loop
(‘Laverton’) extension and interface with proposed northern links from SCT Intermodal Yard into
mainline at former ‘Galvin’ station site adjoining Maidstone Street level crossing.
Consulting support to GHD re submission on strategic track alignments and design options for
Melbourne’s proposed Western Interstate Freight Terminal (WIFT) and associated Western Interstate
Goods Line (WIGL), joining the Geelong Standard Gauge (SG) line (ex Adelaide) directly into the
Albion – Jacana SG line (to Sydney).
Consulting support to GHD re detailed design review of Tasmania’s ‘Colebrook’ mainline realignment
proposal.
Consulting support to GHD re detailed design review of the proposed ‘Maroopna’ Intermodal Terminal
(near Shepparton, Vic.).
Consulting support to GHD Sydney re preliminary design’s separation requirements for proposed Light
Rail (Tramway) extension, adjoining linear parkland, from Lilyfield to Dulwich Hill.
Consulting support to GHD (Martin Baggott) re Pilbara mud-hole issues.
Consulting support to GHD re preliminary design review of proposed ‘LOGIC’ Intermodal Terminal
(near Wodonga, Vic.); identification of suitable redundant track materials from the Wodonga Rail ByPass project, for re-use at LOGIC; and drafting of technical documentation (Jan – Feb 2013) for City of
Wodonga’s calling of tenders for track removal and storage. Assisted GHD inspection of all recovered
track materials now stored at LOGIC.
Additional Consulting studies and support activities:
From 22 October to 12 December 2009:
Consulting support to Pacific National (per Chamonix P/L) re submission to OPR (Oakajee Port & Rail)
for proposed operation & maintenance of the proposed Jack Hills – Oakajee Port iron-ore railway (WA).
From 14 December 2009 to 6 July 2010:
Consulting study for Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) re appropriate Rail / Wheel profiles
and rail grinding intervals appropriate for use in the Hunter Valley’s heavy-haul coal operations.
From 30th April 2010:
Consulting advice to Rio Tinto Alcan, Weipa (Qld) re heavy-haul railway’s improvements needed to
reduce operational constraints and improve track maintenance processes, to increase bauxite haulage
rate. 5

From 16 July to 13 August 2010:
Consulting support to Pacific National re submissions to RHI (Roy Hill Infrastructure) for the operation
& maintenance of the proposed Roy Hill – Port Hedland iron-ore railway (WA).
From 2nd September 2010 - 16th February 2011:
Temporary part-time role as Acting Manager Infrastructure, engaged directly by RISSB.
From 24th January to 1st February 2011:
Consulting support for FerrAus re access technical issues.
From 8th to 13th June 2011:
Consulting support for Worley Parsons (re Roy Hill Infrastructure) for railway alignment design issues.
On 16th July 2012:
Consulting support to Leighton re Pilbara track formation history and rehabilitation.
On 4th – 5th September 2013:
Consulting support to Engenium (Perth) for Samsung C&T re Roy Hill project.
On 16th October 2013:
Consulting support to JRB/MRX (Perth) re ore-car hunting detection options.
Ongoing prior to and since ending full-time service with Pilbara Iron:
Consulting support for the development of Railway Infrastructure Codes of Practice and Australian
Railway Standards through representation of Pilbara Iron ~ Rio Tinto Iron Ore Railways Division on
various RISSB Standing Committees and Development Groups. Presented the Heavy Haul focus for
RISSB’s “Major Rail Occurrence Forum – Derailments” (29 – 30th April ‘14).
(NOTE: RISSB activity is currently ongoing. Consulting time devoted to this work has typically
averaged about 250 hrs p.a., with peak years consuming 2 - 3 times that rate.)
RG (Bob) Vanselow
21st August 2014

Christopher John Martin
Senior Civil and Structural Engineer
Summary of Experience
Chris is a senior chartered engineer, registered on the National Professional Engineers Register with
Engineers Australia Civil and Structural College. He has 21 years experience across a number of sectors
including local government, a hydro power utility, consulting and marine engineering. He achieved a Masters
Degree in 2006 and holds Tasmanian Builders Act accreditation number CC4109V covering civil, structural,
environmental and building hydraulic works. In November 2011 Chris received the Engineers Australia
Monash Medal for his contribution to the preservation of Australia’s Engineering Heritage.
Chris specialises in scoping innovative solutions which add value to the client and he has a demonstrated
capacity to manage and design projects from inception to completion in multidisciplinary environments.

Employment History
2006 – Current ,

Managing Director of CSE Tasmania Pty Ltd – Leith, Tasmania

2004 – 2006

Engineering Edge Pty Ltd – Launceston, Tasmania

2003 – 2004

Cardno MBK – Townsville, Queensland

2000 – 2003

Townsville Port Authority, Queensland

1997 – 2000

Pitt & Sherry Consulting Engineers, Devonport, Tasmania

1995 – 1997

Hydro Electric Corporation, Gowrie Park – Tasmania

1992 – 1995

Latrobe & Kentish Councils - Tasmania

Tertiary Qualifications
1989-92

University of Tasmania (Hobart) Bachelor of Engineering Degree with Honours

Post Graduate Qualifications
1995-2006

MBA (Tech Management) Latrobe University

Major Awards
1994

Tasmanian winner of the Inaugural Win TV Young Achievers Awards - Regional
Development Category
One of 3 National Finalists in the Ten Young Achievers Awards- Regional
Development Category

2011

Recipient of Engineers Australia’s National Heritage Engineering Award – the John
Monash Medal for contribution to preserving Engineering Heritage

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Structural Experience

Tasmania Post 2004


RPEQ Certification of structures and stormwater management for the Gladstone Liquid Natural Gas
Pipeline – consultant to Saipem.



Structural Inspections for Devonport’s Living City Project, the Home Maker Centre and numerous other
major constructions.



Lecturer for the third year Maritime Engineering degree students for the 13 week subject on Concrete
Structures at the National Centre for Maritime Engineering.



Structural proof checking of over 100 prestressed road and rail bridge beams for VEC Contracting and
BridgePro bridge manufacturers.



Construction certification for Gandy and Roberts designs on the North West Coast including the Ta Anne
timber processing facility extensions and the Devonport Harvey Norman Centre.



Condition assessment for MMG – Roseberry above ground infrastructure



Structural design of numerous tilt up buildings.



Structural design of a 3320m2 shed extensions in conjunction with structural subconsultants.



Structural design of Kara mine Shed process facility modifications and ball mill loading facility support
decks and retaining walls.



Design of Ronnie Burns – Appin Hall Children’s Foundation straw bale steep pitch roof dining hall and
42m x 12m greenhouse.



Design for the East Launceston Primary School upgrade including a new multi-purpose hall and
administration block



Design and documentation for numerous industrial installations, slabs, footings, walkways and overhead
gantries for Temco’s Manganese production facility at Bell Bay



Design of two 3 x 13m concrete slab road bridges



Design of a slab footing for the Bass Link - George Town Switchyard



Structural design of an 18m span portal frame helicopter hanger



Design of a 3m high piled earth retaining wall system for Ulverstone Council



Design of extensions to the Engineering Company’s sheds in Somerset



Design of slab and bored pier footings for Penguin Market sheds



Structural inspections and certification for the construction of 24 holiday units at Boat Harbour Beach



Design, tendering and certification for a new approx 200m2 mezzanine floor for the Westbury based Tas
Alkaloids maintenance store



Structural design and certification for numerous sheds and homes.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Townsville 2000 - 2004


Construction certification on a tilt up office building and machinery workshops and a 48 unit elderly
person’s home.



Superintendent’s Representative on the construction of a 30m concrete pedestrian bridge

Tasmania Pre 2000


Design proof check for 5 DIER road bridges in preparation for increasing truck load ratings.



Project Manager for the majority of Tasrail’s consulting works which included: the design of the
Macquarie bridge replacement (30 x 6m long spans); maintenance works for the National Estate listed
Longford Viaduct; development of the Tasrail Bridge Asset Management Database and review of bridge
condition assessment reports; design and specification for a buffer stop for replacing an existing structure
on the Burnie Wharf; design of a steel railway wagon sand loading facility.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Civil Experience

Tasmania Post 2004


Design of various road upgrades for Devonport Council including the Loone Lane Industrial Subdivision
Road and intersection with Kelcey Tier Road.



Consultant Engineer to Kentish Council providing engineering overview of costs to upgrade Lorinna Road
and River Road, design of the Botts Road Access to Lorinna and design and supervision of the Railton
Main Street Upgrade.



Design of roads for the Heybridge old Tioxide site rural subdivision – approx 2km of roads in difficult
terrain for access to 90 lots.



Design of about 35 residential and industrial subdivisions ranging in size up to 50 lots.



Design and Supervision of the DIER Coles road intersection and subdivision.



Design of the Stony Rise Road industrial subdivision and access to DIER’s Stony Rise Road



Design of extensions to the Manganese casting pit and the furnace base for Temco – Bell Bay



Design of two inert industrial waste disposal sites and 7 compost reduction cells for Echo Projects near
Burnie



Preparation of various Traffic Impact Assessment reports including reports for the Appin Hall Children’s
Foundation development at Wilmot, Tall Timbers Subdivision in Stanley, Accommodation development at
Cradle Mountain and Sheffield Hotel’s bottle shop extension



Preliminary design and cost estimates for a state of the art saw mill, kiln and storage facility at the
ARTEC Bell Bay site.

Townsville 2000 - 2004


Construction certification for a 55 lot and design of a 10 lot subdivision on Magnetic Island.



Author of the Mt Louisa Local Area Code – Opportunities and Constraints Report for Townsville City
Council which recommended strategies for developing about 700ha in Townsville.



Preparation of a feasibility report into development of a residential subdivision on Hayman Island



Project Manager and Sup Rep for installation of fibre optic cabling to security cameras around the port.



Project Manager and Superintendent’s Representative for the construction of a $70,000 toilet block,
$33,000 sewer line, $35,000 wash down bay, and a $125,000 shed relocation.



Superintendent’s Representative and design project manager for the $275,000 replacement of pavement
along a 7m wide strip incorporating a railway line over a distance of 275m. The replacement utilised
steel fibre reinforced concrete as well as conventionally reinforced concrete.



Superintendent’s Representative for the demolition of Berth 3 timber wharf (300m x 21.5m wide) which
was used as formwork for the existing concrete wharf. This involved supervising a contractor with little
regard for procedural safety operating under a tight budget.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Project Manager and Superintendent’s Representative for the relocation of water and electrical services
to the value of $275,000 under Berths 8 and 9 in 2001/02 and $350,000 under Berths 2, 3 and 4.



Project/Design Manager and Superintendents Representative for the 2001/2002 reconstruction of a
180m long section of road and a emergency access road to the value of $150,000. I developed the
emergency access road concept as a solution in place of the previously proposed rail overpass bridge.
Final cost of the emergency access road ($35,000) was about one fifteenth of the overpass solution.



Preparation of documentation for the demolition of the Queensland Phosphate Limited shed. The QPL
shed was a 130m long, 50m wide and 30m high A - frame fertilizer storage shed.



Design Engineer and Sup Rep for a $180,000 upgrade of the Ross Creek Boat-ramp Car Park.

Tasmania Pre 2000


Project Manager for preliminary design, preliminary estimates, proposal submission, detailed design,
tender preparation to AS2124 and tender evaluation - East Devonport Port Access Road.



Superintendent’s Representative for East Devonport Port Access Road construction contract – contract
value approx $720,000.



Project Manager for preliminary design, preliminary estimates, detailed design, contract preparation and
Superintendents Representative for the Goliath Cement Works Road relocation project which included
the preliminary design for relocation of a 3km long railway line and 1km of public road. The design
project management for the road relocation proved particularly challenging with the detailed design of the
road and preparation of the tender documents to AS2124 being completed in a short timeframe.



Superintendent’s Representative for a road relocation & construction contract – contract value $700,000.



Superintendent’s Representative for Forth/Lillico Road Intersection construction works.



Superintendent’s Representative for crushing and removal of 120,000m3 of stockpiled gravel from the
Forth River Banks for the Hydro Electric Corporation over a two year period.



Project Manager for the geotechnical assessment of a landslip area supporting a water reservoir and a
water supply tunnel which was experiencing rock weathering and minor falls.



Safety inspection of the Ida Bay 610mm gauge tourist railway and supervision of the bridge upgrading
works on the Derwent Valley Railway.



Superintendent’s Representative for Department of Infrastructure Energy and Resources (DIER) Poatina
Main Road Rehabilitation Contract in 2000 for general upgrade works over a distance of 30km in
preparation for a sealing program the following year. The works involved site supervision for the
installation of approximately 4km of gravel overlays, 30 digouts of varying sizes, asphalt patching and
verge grading. These works were performed in a sub-alpine environment involving the trial use of a
gravel mix designed to combat the major failure mechanism in the area of freeze-thaw.



Design Manager, preparation of tender documents and co-ordination of the tender process for the
construction of a $150,000 vertical ellipse structure railway crossing at Australian Cement Holdings for
their main overburden haul road.



Engineer for the preliminary design of a 30km long magnesite haulage railway. This involved:–

Route assessments and public liaison for the two preferred corridors through rural communities.
This consisted of about 3 weeks of community interviews in association with DIER’s representative.

–

Co-ordination of and assisting a Melbourne based rail consultancy to perform a detailed assessment
of an existing eight kilometre long section of the Western Line.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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–

Preparation of rail construction and alignment design standards and review of the design alignments.



Design and supervision upgrading of crib-room and office facilities at Trevallyn Power Station.



Design and supervision of the construction of a $380,000 industrial subdivision at Shearwater including all
roads and services.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Traffic Assessment and Road Safety Audit Experience
Tasmania Post 2004


Completed the IPWEA Road Safety Audit 2 day Workshop in July 2010



Author of the following Traffic Impact Assessments:-



o

Learys Corner – Cradle Mountain Link Road accommodation development

o

Sheffield Hotel bottle shop development

o

Butchery development on Claude Road near Gowrie Park

o

Industrial development on Nelson St in Smithton

o

Residential development at Bellingers road Abbotsham

o

Approx. 30 lot subdivision development at Main Road Stanley

o

40 lot Belton St Subdivision – Wynyard

o

10 lot Russell Avenue Subdivision – Ulverstone

o

4 lot Braddons lookout road subdivision Leith

o

Coffee shop development Forth Road Forth

o

West Pine Road Accommodation development Central Coast Council

o

New Kentish Council Offices – High Street Sheffield

Completion of Road Safety Audits for
o

Paradise Road – Kentish Municipality

o

Greenhills/Dovecoat Road Tourist Route Stanley - Circular Head Council

o

Emmet St – Main Road - Smithton – Circular Head Council

o

Village Lane – Seabrook Road Intersection – Waratah Wynyard Council

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Corrosion and Asset Management Experience

Tasmania Post 2004


Completed 3 day Australasian Corrosion Association Training Course on Cathodic Protection Monitoring

Townsville 2000 - 2004


Structural condition assessment for the three Citiwater Sewage Treatment Plants



Preparation of the Fair Value Costing of the Richmond Shire Council Road Infrastructure



Project Manager and Superintendent’s Representative for the concrete repairs and cathodic protection
contract involving formulation of repair strategies for severely degraded concrete assets. Works have
included hydro-demolition of unsound concrete, reinstatement of reinforcing and concrete with gunite,
installation of a cathodic protection systems (impressed current and galvanic systems in some areas),
and replacement of two deck section expansion joints to the value of $5.5million. The approach adopted,
under my guidance, for provision of impressed current cathodic protection was a first for Australia and
the galvanic cathodic protection was a first for Queensland.



As part of a 2 person team with a solicitor – drafting of an innovative incentive period contract with
AS4000 General Conditions for use on the concrete repair program that is expected to exceed $8million
over a 3 year contract period. The contract allowed the Principal to purchase bulk materials and a profit
share arrangement where the actual price was less than the guaranteed maximum price

Tasmania Pre 2000


Superintendent’s Representative for the DIER Bridge Maintenance Lead Paint Removal Contract in
1998/99. The contract value was approx. $800,000.



Day to day management for civil infrastructure in the North and West regions of Tasmania including 25
major dams and levees, penstocks, tunnels, 2 underground power stations, Bell Bay power station,
pumping stations, 11 above ground power stations, one operating heritage 1914 power station,
penstocks, concrete flumes, canals, roads and offices. These works included:–

Safety inspections for dams and tunnels in conjunction with senior staff and ensuring that
maintenance recommendations for these assets were completed by the in-house maintenance crew.

–

General paint system inspections on all steel assets and determining when repainting
was necessary.

–

Design review, contract administration and supervision for: sealing; road resheeting and
patching throughout the region; upgrading of road guard-fencing and signage throughout the region;
spreading topsoil and revegetation of 5Ha stripped dam site; concrete repairs to the Bell Bay wharf
which is suffering from chlorine ingress; Epoxy coating alternator and turbine floors at Trevallyn
Power Station; installation of overhead crane accesses in power stations in the Mersey/Forth area;
investigation into Reece Power station intake screen vibrations; installation of a 2km long treated
timber walkway at Lake Margaret; 3 major concrete repairs to the Lake Margaret dam.



Quality auditing for the $850,000 Fisher Penstock repainting contract.



Setting up budget estimates and works programs for the Latrobe and Kentish Councils.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Establishing and managing a bridge gang to maintain and reconstruct over 100 timber bridges for
Latrobe and Kentish Councils. This involved inspecting all of the bridges and setting the maintenance
actions and program dependent on the condition of each of the bridges.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Environmental and Sewage Treatment Experience

Tasmania Post 2004


Project Manager for the Cradle Mountain Water Roseberry Sewerage Scheme upgrade including
infiltration/inflow assessment and co-ordination of consultants reports.



Assessment of Guns Tamar Ridge winery effluent treatment and preparation of a report recommending
future treatment upgrades/environmental monitoring



Design, closure plan documentation and site supervision for closing an environmentally contentious silica
waste dump near Burnie



Design and documentation for two waste depot sites in the Burnie area for inclusion in the DPEMP’s –
one receiving 19,000 m3/annum of silica waste and one receiving 30,000 m3/annum of clarifier sludge
waste



Site assessment and treatment plant design for a Flinders Island 17 person accommodation and
restaurant development



Design of sewage treatment lagoons for treatment of chicken processing effluent including reedbed
polishing

Townsville 2000 – 2004


Manager of day to day maintenance and operation of the Townsville Port Authorities sewage treatment
plant.



Project Manager and Superintendent’s Representative for the $211,000 installation contract of an
integrated environmental monitoring system for monitoring wind, stormwater quality, dust, current profile,
water temperature, salinity, suspended solids and tide height at various locations around the Townsville
Port.



Project Manager and Superintendent’s Representative for the $154,000 outer harbour sediment
deposition-modelling contract awarded to GHD. The contract involved modelling wind, tide and wave
driving forces using Delft 3D to assess various proposed configuration changes in the outer harbour
designed to reduce dredging requirements.

Tasmania Pre 2000


Project Manager for the preliminary design and costing for the replacement of the Penguin Waste Water
Treatment Plant (approx 3000EP)



liaising with the Department of Environment and Land Management and neighbouring residents to rectify
a sludge overturning odour emission problem from a sewage lagoon by splitting the primary lagoon and
desludging.



Management and writing Environment Improvement Programmes for four sewage lagoons in the Latrobe
and Kentish Municipalities and management of the performance of the activated sludge, extended
aeration Latrobe sewerage treatment plant.



Council’s representative on the Dulverton Regional Landfill Technical Committee which reviewed the
design and tender documents for the construction of the regional landfill for four councils.



design and supervision for the construction of three waste transfer stations.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Hydraulic Experience

Tasmania Post 2004


Preparation of Drains Modelling for catchments in Shearwater, Wynyard and Smithton – consisting of in
the order of 5000 pipes in total. CSE Tasmania owns an unlimited licence for Drains hydraulic modelling.
The modelling for the Shearwater, Port Sorell, Hawley Districts required approximately 6 months of
modelling work.



Building hydraulic design for various buildings including the East Launceston Primary School upgrade
including a new multi-purpose hall and administration block and the Launceston New Directions church



Hydraulic design, documentation and tendering for a recycled water/fire main system for the ARTEC Bell
Bay woodchip processing plant



Hydraulic design of on site stormwater detention for various unit and subdivision developments including
Devonport’s St Brendans Shaw College and a Launceston aged care facility



Preparation of tender documents, tendering and contract supervision for the installation of fire
suppression sprinkler systems for the two main Comalco Aluminium transformers at Bell Bay

Townsville 2000 - 2004


Design Project Manager and Superintendents Representative for the construction of the Mt Low high
level water supply variable speed drive booster pump station (ultimate capacity 84l/s).



Design Manager and Superintendent’s Representative for a sewage pump station at Fairfield Waters
subdivision, 1km rising main and overflow pipe designed for a PWWF of 23l/s.



Designer Manager and Superintendent’s Representative for a $440,000 water pump station for NQ
Water



Preparation of a sewerage strategy report for Horseshoe Bay on Magnetic Island

Tasmania Pre 2000


Superintendent’s Representative and Design Project Manager for replacement of 400m of asbestos
cement piping and a $200,000 drainage upgrading contract at Australian Cement Holdings and the
$70,000 replacement of the Smithton Hospital copper water reticulation system.



Designer of open drain and piping upgrades for Australian Cement Holdings and North Forest Products
using XP SWMM hydraulic design software.



Preparation of base models for water reticulation modelling in conjunction with Montgomery Watson for
the City of Launceston Council.



Preparation of a report on the condition of the water reticulation system at Smithton and Scottsdale
Hospitals for the Department of Health and Human Services to ascertain the extent of the copper
corrosion.



Design, contract documentation and construction supervision for the replacement of copper pipework at
the Smithton hospital



Project Manager for the Devonport Stormwater Strategy combined Devonport City Council/Pitt & Sherry
project team. Works included a desktop assessment of the Devonport Stormwater Infrastructure and
determining priorities for future stormwater expenditure.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Designing and supervising installation of an oil bunding system for 6 transformers at Poatina Power
Station each with a 40,000 litre capacity and many minor hydraulic installations throughout the region.



Supervision and surveying for the installation of the East Sheffield sewerage scheme including the
design and construction supervision of a pump station.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Rail Experience

Tasmania Post 2004


Standards reviews for the Rail Industry Safety and Standards Board – AS 7643 Track Lateral Stability
and for AS 7633 Clearances – Infrastructure



Structural proof checking of numerous precast concrete rail bridges for Van Ek Contracting.



Design of infrastructure for the West Coast Wilderness Railway, the Puffing Billy Railway and CFCLA at
Goulburn.



Design of locomotive maintenance pits for the Bellarine Peninsular Railway and Wheatbelt Heritage
Railway in Western Australia.



Design of an under rail unloading conveyor including project management of mechanical services for a
Sydney based wagon hire company.

Tourist Railways


President of the Association of Tourist and Heritage Railways of Australia where projects have included:

rebranding the sector under the Great Rail Experiences Australia Banner following from
the similar exercise in Tasmania.



ATHRA delegate on RISSB Civil Standing Committees



Working to establish a Parliamentary Support Program for Tourist and Heritage Rail



Founding President/Chairman of the Redwater Creek 610mm steam railway in Sheffield, Tasmania in
1993 and President for all but 5 years since then. This group has constructed a 1km track and
developed strong linkages with the community under his leadership including running the annual
SteamFest and establishment of a Mens Shed, coffee shop and second hand business on the site.
Further details are contained in the Societies web site www.redwater.org.au . The efforts during the start
up phase of this organization were recognized by the Tasmanian Community in 1995 with a nomination
for the Regional Development Tasmanian Young Achiever. Chris won this award and went on to
become one of two finalists in the National Young Achiever Awards from Tasmania.



In 2011 Chris’s efforts in preservation of railways and an historic hydro power station were recognized by
Engineers Australia who awarded him the National John Monash Medal for contribution to Engineering
Heritage.



Preparation of Rail Safety Management Systems for the Redwater Creek Railway.



Founding member of the Tasmanian Association of Tourist Railways in 1996 and Chairman for all but 6
years. In this position Chris has actively worked to improve the position of the 8 tourist railway
operations in Tasmania in areas such as advertising, workshops with the NTC, Rail Safety Accreditation.
In 2012 Chris managed the Tourism Tasmania $30k funding for rebranding and tourism promotion of the
Great Rail Experiences Tasmania Concept which included website development and marketing
collateral. Chris is Current Chairman.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Tasmanian Representative for the Association of Tourist and Heritage Railways of Australia since 2007
during which he has been a keen lobbyist for scalable application of regulatory standards and he has
managed the development of the Great Rail Experiences Australia Website along the lines of the
Tasmanian Site. Chris was elected Chairman of ATHRA in 2013 and is current Chairman. In 2017 the
organization structure was changed to directly represent the tourist and heritage railways of Australia
rather than the old model which saw representation via their state groups.

Tasmania Pre 2000


Project Manager at Pitt and Sherry for the majority of Tasrail’s consulting works which included: the
design of the Macquarie bridge replacement (30 x 6m long spans); maintenance works for the National
Estate listed Longford Viaduct; development of the Tasrail Bridge Asset Management Database and
review of bridge condition assessment reports; design and specification for a buffer stop for replacing an
existing structure on the Burnie Wharf; design of a steel railway wagon sand loading facility.

Curriculum Vitae for Chris Martin
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Eamonn Seddon
99 Paper Beach Rd. Swan Point, TAS, 7275
0437 874 441 eamonn.seddon@outlook.com


May 2016 to July 1017
General Manager Penny Royal Adventures
Reporting to the Board, I had Day to day management of the attraction, including all
financial reporting, budget and operational responsibility.
In establishing this new attraction at the Penny Royal Complex there was a requirement to
establish all operational procedures to maximise use of staff and control costs. This
included the establishment of procedures for explosives use and applying for Firearm
licences and full risk assessment for all activities.
A marketing plan for the organisation was developed and implemented.
In addition, establishing and maintaining a high level of customer satisfaction. In its short
history, I established excellent working relationships with external suppliers and
stakeholders including Business Events Tasmania and Tourism Tasmania.
November 2013 to May 2016
Tourism Manager, Launceston City Council
Reason for leaving, asked by Josef Chromy group to manage their newly acquired
complex.
As Tourism Manager, I have responsibility for marketing Launceston and its immediate
surrounds. This includes liaison with new tourism developers as well as stakeholder
engagement within the local industry. This engagement happens at all levels of
Government as well as the local community.
An early task within the role was the development of new Council Tourism Strategy and
Visitor Information Centre strategy. Both strategies are currently under review.
Whilst Tourism Manager I have been responsible for developing a Launceston Destination
brand and interpretation discovery exercise. This work has allowed the Council to refocus
its tourism activities, with heritage stories around its people being a key theme in this work.
Marketing Launceston remain a key focus, marketing and communication plans have been
developed to maximise Council's limited budget. This includes a successful Visiting
Journalist Program that has promoted the City on the eastern seaboard of mainland
Australia.
A number of heritage based computer applications have been developed to align with the
brand. This understanding and my previous experience led to the development and the
building of a heritage display for the Town Hall 150 celebrations.
Part of my role is to management a small team of people at the Visitor Information Centre
in Launceston as well as a managing the move into new centre and introducing new

technology that is nationally recognised the centre won its category in the State Tourism
awards 2013/14
Development of more accurate staff costing structures at the centre has led to a $59,000
reduction in costs, whilst at the same time building revenue has led to a better financial
outcome for Council.
As tourism manger I have facilitated and assisted in the development and facilitation of a
number of events around Launceston, including a Twilight Market, State Garden festival,
National Brass band championships, Tourism Industry Council Conference.
Represent the council on a number of committees and groups including:Cataract Gorge Advisory Committee
Tasmanian Visitor Information Network
National Brass Band organising State committee
Launceston and Tamar Valley Association Board Member
I regularly meet with representatives of Tourism Tasmania, Events Tasmania, and the
Tourism Industry Council.
As part of maintaining a tourism network I am a member of the local SKAL branch, an
International Tourism networking association.
In managing Councils tourism budget I have been successful in obtaining grant aid of
$50,000 towards tourism interpretation and infrastructure.
November 2008 to November 2013
CEO - Puffing Billy Railway, Old Monbulk Road, Belgrave, Victoria 3160

Reason for leaving – end of contract and a wish to stop doing the long distance commute
from Tasmania to Melbourne to enable greater family time.
Puffing Billy Railway is an iconic tourist attraction based in the Dandenong Ranges,
Victoria. The railway currently has an annual visitation of 270,000 passengers. As CEO I
was responsible for 68 full time staff equivalent plus over a 1000 volunteers. The
organisation operates 364 days per year and has a turnover in excess of $8 million.
Reporting to the Board I was responsible for planning and delivering the annual budget in
excess of $8 million. The railway achieved record financial results year on year and
delivered a surplus after depreciation in 2011 for the first time in twenty years of operation.
During this period the organisation, through my stewardship, managed to achieve
continued growth in all market sectors in what were difficult times. Strategies put into place
meant both an increased general market as well as the introduction of niche products to
both utilise assets and increase yield as well as increased profitability in all sectors of the
business.
I was responsible for developing relationships at all levels of government. As a
consequence, with the support of the Victorian Department of Business and Infrastructure,
a large element of business planning was carried out during my tenure. This eventuated in
a $10.3 million election commitment to the railway from the then Labour State government.
Further development of both corporate plans and business case resulted in a commitment

of $4.4 million from the newly elected Liberal Government, the only tourism project to
receive any funding. The process involved in this bid has involved a high degree of
partnership work with the State Tourism and Tourism Investment departments in addition
to a high level of Political lobbying. The bid successfully went through the first two stages
of the Victorian State Government’s Budget Expenditure Review Process. In addition,
during 2011 I was successful in obtaining a further $750,000 from Government to finance
a number of additional projects on the railway.
During my tenure, I acted as media spokesman for the Railway. I was also responsible for
identifying, through workshops, the Puffing Billy Brand and consequently the associated
style guides and the implementation of same.
Whilst there, I was responsible for revamping the events program. By raising the standard
of presentation of the events and ensuring OHS and contractual issues were met have
meant that the events programme has become a major financial bottom line contributor for
the railway.
In the area of communication, I was asked to present at a number of conferences
including Victorian Employers’ Chamber of Commerce and Industry, and Economic
Development Australia (EDA) Victoria as well as numerous railway industry conferences
on subjects as diverse as volunteering and brand management.
I also undertook consultation work for New South Wales Rail Heritage on behalf of New
South Wales government.
As part of my role as CEO I was responsible for getting a number of the railways larger
assets listed on the Sates heritage register. Through this process I developed
conservation management plans for these assets as well as an 'internal' heritage register
to recognise other important examples of historic Victorian Narrow Gauge railways.
I was the Licensee for the Emerald Tourist Railway Board (Puffing Billy) and successfully
held a Responsible Service of Alcohol (Victoria) Certificate.
Board Member – Yarra Ranges and Dandenong regional marketing.
During 2010/2011 I was a Board Member for one of Victoria’s regional marketing
organisations. As a part of Victoria’s regional marketing development I have played a key
role in the development of the marketing strategy for the region. As part of my Board
duties I also sat on the Finance sub-committee of this Board, managing joint funding from
Tourism Victoria and the local Council.
During this period, I also sat on the local Regional Tourism Association committee.

August 2002 – November 2008
General Manager –West Coast Wilderness Railway (WCWR), Strahan, Tasmania 7468
Reason for leaving – asked to apply for CEOs post at Puffing Billy
Federal Hotels bought the operating rights of the Abt Wilderness Railway from Honeybank
Corporation and as such I transferred with the company.
WCWR at the time, fitted within the West Coast Group of Federal Hotels encompassing
Strahan Village, Gordon River Cruises and the West Coast Wilderness Railway. As

General Manager of WCWR, I played a part in the executive management of West Coast
Group having executive input into the three sectors of the business, involving financial
planning, strategic management and the day to day operation of all three businesses.
Under my leadership the WCWR has won numerous State tourism awards and has won
the National award for Best Regional Tourism Business 1994/5 and the Australian
Engineers Institute Colin Crisp Award for Heritage Engineering 2005.
At the time of leaving the Railway attracted 64,000 visitors per annum.
I was responsible for leading a team to develop a thematic interpretation programme for
the railway. This work is now used by Tourism Tasmania as a case study in their Thematic
Interpretation Planning Manual.
During this period I was asked to present at the International Council on Monuments and
Sites (ICOMOS) conference in Hobart. ICOMAS is a professional association that works
for the conservation and protection of cultural heritage place. I was also asked to present
at an International Rail heritage Conference in Townsville.
January 2000 – August 2002
CEO – Abt Wilderness Railway
Following a period of consulting for the ABT project I was invited to relocate to Tasmania
to start the rebuild of the Abt Wilderness Railway for Honeybank Corporation.
Over the period of this employment the role involved:
Financial management of a $12 million capital project.
Part of the project team managing the $35 million infrastructure capital project.
Overseeing the design and construction of station buildings and carriages.
Part of the project team managing the restoration of two steam locomotives and two diesel
locomotives.
The recruitment and training of 58 paid staff, many local, in all aspects of railway
operation.
1998 – 2000
Commercial and Operating Manger – Ffestiniog Railway, United Kingdom
Harbour Station, Porthmadog, Gwynedd, North Wales LL49
Reason for leaving: asked to manage Abt Railway Project, Tasmania
Ffestiniog Railway is a leading tourist attraction in North Wales, UK.
Reporting to the General Manager, I was part of a small executive team at the Ffestiniog
Railway, with a lead role as Marketing Manager, I headed up the Marketing, Commercial
(Retail, Food and Beverage) and Operating (non-engineering) departments of the
Ffestiniog Railway, In this role I was responsible for the day to day operation, financial
management and planning of these departments.
I was a member of The Welsh Tourist Board overseas marketing panel, also sitting on
both the Mid Wales and North Wales marketing boards.

I was invited during this period to act as a consultant for the ABT Railway steering
committee, Tasmania. I had significant input into the application for Federal Federation
funding for the rebuild of the Abt Wilderness Railway.
1995 – 1998
Marketing Manager – Ffestiniog Railway
Reporting to the General Manager, I headed up a small department responsible for all
marketing, PR and event coordination on the Ffestiniog Railway. During this period I acted
and coordinated the PR response to two public inquiries for the start of reconstruction of
the Welsh Highland Railway. Working closely with the General Manager, I had significant
input into the successful application for funding for the rebuild of the WHR.
1992 – 1995
Co-ordinator for the Ffestiniog Railway volunteer Hostel building project.
Reporting to the Building Parks and Gardens manager I was responsible for the
management of both staff and a large number of volunteers in the construction of a
£2,500,000 new volunteer hostel for the FR.
During this period as an events manger, I also ran a number of successful Gala events for
the Ffestiniog Railway attracting over 9,000 visitors.
.
General, Interests and Hobbies
I am an Australian citizen of British descent, aged 55 years. Married, with a seven year old
daughter. I currently hold a Tasmanian Heavy Vehicle Driving Licence.
I play classical Cello and enjoy listening to classical music. I'm currently a member of St
Cecilia senior string ensemble and act as orchestral manager for the newly formed
Launceston Philharmonic Orchestra. Cooking and entertaining form an important part of
my relaxation time. I class Model Railways as a significant pastime. My model layouts
have been exhibited in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide,Tasmania and throughout the UK
winning several awards.
References
John Hoy, Board Member Emerald Tourist Railway Board. 0419 372698
(Colleague)
Nola Cuddy, Board Member Emerald Tourist Railway Board, former Board member Yarra
Ranges Regional Marketing. 0412 690225
(Colleague)
Greg Astell, General Manager West Coast Group, Federal Hotels. 0417 714206
(Former Colleague)
Nick Byrne, Tourism Investment Manager, Tourism Victoria. 96 539793
(Business associate and friend)

Andrew G Bridger
Senior Railway Manager
SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE
Andrew offers considerable general management, safety management, financial, business, commercial
and rail operations experience; which with a well developed analytical, communications, mechanical,
written and computer skills; allows him to assess a situation, find the correct solution, and then implement
it - effectively and efficiently.
He is skilled at building effective, productive working relationships with clients and staff and demonstrates
excellent team leadership, negotiation and public relations skills
Andrew is a highly motivated and creative manager and has the philosophy and practice at all times to:
• Achieve quality through effective customer service and responsiveness;
• Embody strong team environments and workforce harmony and stability;
• Sustain effective financial management within budgets;
• Provide measured service efficiencies and productivity;
• Develop a framework of realistic and achievable strategic planning.
Business & Commercial Experience
Currently, Manager - West Coast Wilderness Railway (WCWR) in Strahan, Tasmania. WCWR operates
364 days per annum, carries 45000+ passengers per annum and turns over $4.5M.
Six years as Managing Director of a group of IT software development and training companies. Andrew
successfully implemented the dynamic development and growth of the group. This growth is attributable
to the organisations key principles of excellent customer service and value, linked with superior product
design & performance.
Five years in a senior commercial, operational & general management role for a Victorian private
mainline rail operator achieving 20 times growth in turnover during that period.
15 years general management experience in the Rail safety, Communications and Manufacturing
sectors.
Heritage Railway Operations & Management Experience
Over 30 years direct experience in the successful establishment, operation, management, safety
accreditation and commercial development of three heritage rail operations in Victoria.
Experienced with rail safety regulatory requirements and working with third party agencies and
authorities.
8 years as a Senior Examiner for steam and diesel operational staff (drivers and firemen).
Safety Management Experience
Fifteen years experience in the creation, implementation, accreditation and maintenance of Management
Systems including current NTC standards in Rail Safety, AS4292, Quality Assurance ISO 9000,
Environmental ISO14001 and state legislated requirements in OH&S.
Until recently, Andrew was a Quality Society of Australia registered Lead Auditor.
EDUCATION
2007 Victoria University - TAA 40104 Cert IV in Training and Assessment
2002 Certificate IV – Workplace Trainer and Assessor
1983-1985 RMIT - Further Certificate of Management. (prior name of MBA Post Grad Course)
1974-1976 RAAF - Certificate of Technology – Electronics Communications
Plus numerous Short Courses, including:
Quality Auditing Principles, Total Quality Management, Time Management, Train the Trainer,
Manufacturing Applications, Interaction Management, LAN Networking and Protocols, and Advanced
Dbase (Dos and Unix) Programming.
Other qualifications:
1st Class HSO Steam Engine Drivers Certificate including reciprocating engines, turbines and
condensers.
TAFE Welding Certificate
Diesel Engine Maintenance Certificate (TAFE)
Level 2 First Aid Certificate
Category 1 Rail Industry National Medical Certificate
EXPERIENCE & EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Present: Manager - West Coast Wilderness Railway, The Federal Group, Strahan Tas.
Responsible for all aspects of WCWR management including financial, procurement, operational,
marketing, safety and service delivery.
During the past 12 months Andrew has successfully improved and refined the operation via introduction
of a culture of change management, team building and development, supported with necessary
infrastructure and equipment deployment. This has resulted in a strong dynamic organisation well
equipped for the future challenges that face this internationally unique and challenging, commercial rail
operation.
2001 – 2007 Managing Director and Chairman of The Ozelearn Group Of Companies.
Andrew created, developed and managed five interlinked companies including an RTO in the eLearning,
Health Education, Industry and Rail Training sectors.
The company wrote a very sophisticated web delivered elearning software platform which delivers
training internationally for a number of blue-chip companies and is rapidly establishing itself as a market

leading product. (www.ozelearn.com ).
1997 – 2001 Commercial Manager – Great Northern Rail Services Pty Ltd
Responsible for the entire scope of Great Northern Rail commercial operations and management
activities.
Great Northern Rail Services Pty Ltd was a private, niche operator in the rail industry, and the most
successful short line operator in Australia during my stewardship. The company provided infrastructure
vehicle supply and maintenance; locomotive and crew hire; shunting and special operations including
hook and pull; inter-state crewing of trains in the Sydney – Melbourne – Adelaide corridor; locomotive
rebuilds and overhauls, including industrial painting and vehicle maintenance. The company operated
workshop facilities in Bendigo, Melbourne and Adelaide and an inter-modal container terminal in Dynon,
North Melbourne.
Andrew was the principal engineer of this success taking the company from a turnover of $350k in 1997
and 3 staff; to a turnover in excess of $5M with a staff of 50 during 2001.
Andrew is also very experienced with many aspects of heavy rail freight operations and accumulated
4500 hours experience as a locomotive engineman on interstate freight and infrastructure maintenance
trains on the Sydney - Melbourne - Adelaide ARTC corridors.
1995 - June 1997 Management Consultant to United Goninan ltd.
Goninan is a large Australian manufacturer of railway rolling stock. Andrew’s role was principally the
coordination, preparation, and implementation of an Integrated Management System package
encompassing the requirements of Rail Safety, Quality Assurance, Environmental Management, and
Occupational Health and Safety.
Under his direct management and stewardship, certification with Standards Australia to AS4292 &
ISO9001, and AS4292 Rail Safety Accreditation, was achieved for Goninan Bendigo Railway Workshops,
Preston Tram Workshops (KCRC Trams) and the National Rail Locomotive Maintenance Centre at
Spotswood.
1992 - 1995 : Project Coordinator/ Lead Quality System Auditor - Standards Australia
As a broker for 75 companies, Andrew assisted them with their Quality System Certification preparation.
He then conducted the various preliminary, system, follow-up and surveillance audits that were required
to maintain quality system accreditation. Companies included Telstra, Bosch, Coca Cola, IBM.
1988 - 1992: General Manager and Executive Director of Scalar Pty Ltd
Scalar manufactured a range of Broadcast and Communications Antenna products. The company
employed between 35 and 45 staff. Andrew’s role at Scalar covered all General Management aspects,
including: Strategic Management, Finances, Sales & Marketing, Client Liaison, Product Development,
Manufacturing, Administration and Quality Systems.
1986 - 1988: Manufacturing Manager for Mach Systems—electronics and PCB assembly
1982 – 1986 : Senior Technical Officer, Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation
1981 - 1982: Technical Officer CSIRO - ANAHL Project, Geelong
1974 - 1980: Ground Radio Technician – RAAF
Computing skills:
Skilled with Windows based PC operation. Competent with software including Microsoft Excel, Word,
Powerpoint, Access, Publisher, AutoSketch, Visio, ABC Flowcharter etc. Good hardware and network
skills
HERITAGE RAIL EXPERIENCE
33 Years experience in all areas pertaining to the establishment, operation, development, maintenance
and management of three heritage railways in Victoria.
The Bellarine Railway (16.5kms) – Queenscliff (1976 – Present)
Founding Board Member of The Bellarine Railway in 1976. Director of that railway for 20 years during the
past 33. Currently President and Chairman (4 years). Positions held include Mechanical Manager,
Operations Manager and Diesel Locomotive Manager.
Achievements: During the past 4 years Andrew initiated programs that have resulted in The Bellarine
Railway nearly trebling its turnover. He wrote and implemented the organisations Strategic Business and
Vision Plan to 2025 which resulted in the organisation obtaining State and Regional funding ($0.95M).
New operations and services have been introduced and a long term commercial contract (The Blues
Train – www.bluestrain.com.au ) has been negotiated and implemented.
He has written numerous submissions and implemented a number of Federal ‘Work for the Dole’ and
‘Green Corps’ programs including planning documents prepared for Federal, State and Local
Government bodies relative to future development and funding.
He wrote the current website (www.bpr.org.au ) and has introduced a number of other product initiatives
and customer service improvements. I am highly regarded for my achievements by the volunteer
workforce.
The Victorian Goldfields Railway (17 Kms) - Castlemaine (1984 – 2007)
Member since 1984 and actively involved since then. Board member for three periods. Formerly Vice
President responsible for Strategic Planning and Development.
South Gippsland Railway (41 kms) – Korumburra (1994 – 1999)
Founding Director and General Manager during period 1994 – 1998. Andrew managed the transition of
this railway from State to Private operation in 1995. He managed $2.2M of Federal grant funds and
labour initiatives. In 1995 the SGR was the first rail operation in Victoria to achieve Rail Safety
Accreditation which was written by Andrew. He Pioneered the first public steam locomotive driver

experiences in Australia.
General
In depth practical experience of all aspects of railway operations, maintenance and infrastructure,
including permanent way, signalling, emergency response, breakdowns, derailments, communications,
etc
Responsible over the years for the project management and refurbishment of: 7 steam locomotives, 7
diesel locomotives, 10 diesel railcars,
Qualifications
Heritage Locomotive Driver - Steam, Diesel, and Railmotor. 23500 logged driving hours

Russell Elphinstone Work for the Dole Coordinator - My Pathway
As a Work for the Dole Coordinator I see your possible proposal for a WFD
Group activity through Diesel Traction Tasmania inc trading as Launceston and
East Railway group should be feasible pending a Risk Assessment and Safety
system check. I would anticipate that a WFD Group activity could proceed over
the 6 months required with one or 2 groups of 15 jobseekers depending on the
available participants in the Launceston area at the time with transport provided
by your company. Your WFD Group duties of track rejuvenation, track vegetation
rejuvenation , station buildings renovation and renovating railway carriages
could be a successful Work For the Dole activity.

Regards

Russell Elphinstone Work for the Dole Coordinator - My Pathway
m: 0427 899 037 | e: r.elphinstone@mpath.com.au p: 03 6325 3400 | f:
03 6325 3401 | w: mpath.com.au a: 8 Boland Street | P.O. Box 185 |
Launceston, TAS, 7250

Victor Cochrane
Registered Land Surveyor
Land Surveying Solutions Pty Ltd
Website: www.landsurveyor.com.au
Email: admin@landsurveyor.com.au
Mob 0407415760
Please advise anyone concerned that I am prepared to provide my services to assist the North Eastern
Railway in a surveying capacity if required.
I am a Registered Land Surveyor in Tasmania and also Registered in NSW.

Attachment 2 - L&NER In-Kind Contributions
Transport of sleepers, track and other items
Timber for bridge repairs
Crushed rock and ballast
Electrician / trainer
SMS training for Procedures and Accreditation
Wine
RSA qualified serving staff
Track safety personnel
Meeting venue
Electrical work
Weed control
Nuts, bolts and screws for railway track
Pipes
Jewellery - Fish plate bolts for railway track
Concrete and steel
Financial support for future railway manager for 1 year
Crane hire
Train driver
Engineering draughtsman - Bridge upgrades - Welding
Training support
Diesel mechanic
Machine shop work and welding – access to workshop equipment
Civil / structural engineering
Tourism consulting
Administration support - Bookwork, accounting, sales, stock control
Use of heavy machinery

Bricklaying / furnace construction
Painting - 'livery" and maintenance of rolling stock
Scaffolding and steelwork
Track Inspection and overseer
Electrical Supervision - reinstallation of lights
Hi-rail equipment – Hi-rail excavator with boom slasher and 4 Hi-rail
vehicles
Use of track tamper
Turnouts plus 500m of track and jewellery
Steel and wooden sleepers
Ongoing plumbing support
Rail safety and accreditation support
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